COUNCIL RETREAT MINUTES
FEBRUARY 22.2022
The City Council held a retreat on Tuesday, February 22,2022, at 9:00 a.m. in the City
Council Chambers, 10 North Main Street, Cedar City, Utah.

MEMBERS PRESENT: Mayor Garth O. Green; Councilmernbers: Terri Hartley; Craig
Isom; W. Tyler Melling; Scott Phillips; Ronald Riddle.
STAFF PRESENT: City Manager Paul Bittmenn; City Attorney Tyler Romeril; City
Recorder Renon Savage; Finance Director Jason Norris; City Engineer Jonathan Stathis;
Police Chief Darin Adams; Fire Chief Mike Phillips; Leisure Services Dtector Ken Nielson;
Economic Development Director Danny Stewart; Public Works Director Ryan Marshall;
Public Information Officer Gabbie Costello; Library Director Steve Decker; Water
Superintendent Robbie Mitchell.
OTHERS PRESENT: Randy Cagle, Laura Henderson, Teri Kanney, Rich Wilson, Val
Kofoed, Ryan Blanchard.

REVIEW MISSION STATEMENT: Paul - in past we have went through each paragraph,
ifthere were any proposed changes we would discuss and make them at that time. "Attached
Exhibit "A" was reviewed. Phillips - I think courtesy, civility and respect are still important.
Phillips - a family of 2022 is different from 1 950. Tyler - it is broad enough that it should
apply to all. Phillips - is the broadband still a value we want to look at as a whole. Melling
-l agree, if it was broader on infrastructure that enables residents and businesses to rernain
cunent. Phillips - is broadband the issue? Isom - I pushed that last time. Hartley - it is
important, we want multiple, and we have one. Melling - maybe communications
infrastructure, we don't want it to fall.
Skategic Goals were reviewed. Riddle - if we come to the top, what do we consider nonclean, dirty industry? Paul - Economic Development produced a ranking sheet; it gives a
tool for a new industry to rank and rate thern to make it objectively. Low water usage is
next. Danny Stewart, Economic Development - it goes back to the Economic Development
Committee that went through an exercise with EDC Utah, if it fits zoning, they are welcome.
If we recruit there is a matrix such as air quality and low water use. With high water usage,
we cannot prohibit, but we will not incentivize them. Any business is welcome to look, but
to incentivize and recruit we can pick. Riddle - we always think of dirty industry as
something in the air, but it can also be a chemical on the ground. Melling - instead of clean
we could use sustainable. Riddle - I think clean is ok. Paul - zoning ordinance, I&M-l we
have manufacture facilities, I&M-II is to host dirty, dusty, noisy things such as gravel pits,
mining, heavy industrial. We do provide for them as well. There are State clean air and
water and discharge rules that have to be followed. We are particular about what is flushed
down our sewer system to protect our plant. Isom - we have followed stuffback and called
people out. Paul - we have done that, we had a company hrm our treaunent plant orange,
they put a die down the sewer drain and we were orange. Phillips - we are doing better. Paul
- we have water, general plan and transportation and active transportation plans all in the
works right now. Phillips - on long term assets, we are on the way with that? Paul - the
Departrnent Heads have been engaged over the past 2 years in conjunction with 5 County
AOG, we do a casi, which is an inventory of all our assets. The long-term maintenance, we
are still working on that. As you see with the HVAC on this building, we are having issues.
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Phillips - Residents & Property Owners, how can we help businesses to understand and
maintain code compliance? Darin Adams - it is enforcernent is the way we do it now. ln
some cases that works, but by enlarge it is to compel. Phillips - that is something we should
think about.
I want to move to emergency flood mitigation and get
direction and ideas. As I see it there are 7 areas. Three projects on Center, pipe under the
road, south part where it collects and the north part where it exits. The viaduct, cody Drive,
the hill and the church still some confusion and Fiddlers canyon that we didn't tour, Nichols
Canyon and Ashdown Forest and the drain across from the School, Willow Wood to the
highway where it is inadequate. Where do we go from hae, how we approach it before the
monsoon, what will take longer to engineer.

MAYOR GREEN: MAyor

Green

-

Hartley - it is obvious with the desigrr on the Center Street issue, we already have more water
going into a small diversion. It is important to finish the project on the north and south end to
handle the water. It was evident walking it. I liked the idea rather than a retention pond
piping along the hillside into the creek, it would be a big weed pond' It would also be
expensive to buy the property. I am curious about the ideas in Fiddlers, it looks to me more
liki a developer probiem, I know the city has re-dug a ditch to help. Mayor - I have ridden
with Frank and talked to him, and I think we need to have sandbags ready. Phillips - what
does that mean? Mayor - he is not sure what to do, he is in the development phase, he wants
to put it in the collection basin there. He has lots that he doesn't want to dig in. He believes
it can be done but is not sure what. I told him to hold his water until the syston is done. It
was desigrred to go in the creek below our basin and I assume it is big enough to hold the
water. Hartley - I noticed the storm drains he had built, some missing grates and had trees
and rocks and silt in there, is he cleaning those out. I don't think the water would divert.
Does it drain into the retention pond? Mayor - his does not, it is too low. It is designed to
put it below the detention basin where we leak into. There is the canyon, but not the size of
Fiddlers Canyon is good drainage and it slowed down with a few berms. Mayor - there was
a deep creek coming down the canyon and flooded out. Jonathan - there is a pipe stubbed
that comes out west ofthe structure, all the drainage from the subdivision is supposed to go
into the pipe and to the channel. They don't have final approval for that subdivision, they put
infrastructure in before receiving final plat approval. The drainage doesn't go into the pond.
Phillips - Mr. Nichols needs to be responsible for some mitigation before the monsoon.
Mayor - Jonathan has written and talked to him, and I have talked to him. It is not
prohibitive. Every contractor needs to mitigate the flooding until it is built. Phillips - I
concur with Hartley, it seerns staff has made recommendations for ernergency uses, there
were 3 or 4 projects, Center Street, and cody Drive involved which costs $ 1.6 million and I
hope it leads us to the final project. I am not sure it included the pipe along the hill. Mayor
we tried to narrow to the most critical which was center, cody Drive and Fiddlers canyon.
There was a mention of the 700-800 west. The question I have is taking them one at a time.
center is putting a pipe under the viaduct, Phil Schmidt recommended two. The pipes, when
we get in, we will see what we need to do to collect. I am concerned about the south side,
there is more going in than is getting through the hill. I calculated the round pipe through the
hill and the square pipe getting to it and there is too much. The outlet coming into the road to
it adds more, there is an inlet to the basin on the highway and to the west. The culvert
probably did what it was supposed to do, it closed when there was too much to handle. When
closed it created the lake. This is time sensitive, try and get pipe necessaly to go under it 48-

-
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or 50-inch pipe, it needs to be available. He would be one ofthe people interested in drilling
it, I was under the impression that only one contractor in Las Vegas could drill. Phil Schmidt
can do it after the first of May. Phillips - along with the piping the ditch needs to be cleaned
and grudged. Mayor - if we drill from the south side, he has to remove 50 feet to get his
machinery in, take out the basin and culvert and then figure out to get it back in. On the
south it is not just the culvert, but the road on 1400 West, what is coming down Ridge Road
is also going there, it was vastly more than it could carry. Once that is in you can design a
basin. Also, the freeway was emptying in, there has to be some design adequate to collect all
the water. Ridge comes to Center and has no drain to get it out, and it is not a very big ditch.
On the other end, Rich thought he could persuade the University, they own that vacant piece
ofproperty, they could dig a basin to collect Ridge Road, that would be wonderful, right not
it is added to the bottom. Melling - we also need to look at how growth impacts that. We
added low impact development as an option, should it be a requirement south of Center and
east of the interstate that drains in the area. You get a I 00-year event in a square mile, if you
have 12 square miles draining to the same spot you will get that every 8 years. Ifthat is the
bottleneck, should we look at that? Jonathan - we already do, that area is required to put in
detention. Melling - how far south does that go? Jonathan - the south end of Interstate
Drive, also some drainage comes across at 800 South. West of 300 West drains there also.
Mayor - I was framing with my brother-in-law, and I asked how much a header needs to be
for a l0' window and he said I don't know, we will just build it big enough not to worry
about it. That is what we need to do with the drain under center street. we will have to
rebuild the collector where it all comes out. The City would prefer to use concrete pipe, that
will be out as many as 8 months, it could be round pipe, I don't see why the trench to hold
the concrete pipe could be dug immediately and then we would have a ditch until we get the
pipe and then a parking lot can be built on top of that. Where do we go. Jonathan - we have
approved a contract with sunrise for the emergency design, they are working fast as possible
to get those done, their contract is to be done by the end of March. That includes the Cross
Hoilow box culvert, taking out the grate and on the west side digging an open channel from
the open culvert to the pond, on the east side put a berm to protect Silver silo. Also dig out
the channel before it gets into the box culvert where it is silted in. Those can be done in
house. That will protect issues at Sunset Canyon, that tumed the comer and headed north.
Mayor - in front of the church is the lowest spot. Riddle - Have we checked with the
deparhnent to make sure it can be done. It is spring, the Street Departrnent is busy. Ryan
yes, that is programmed in. Jonathan - the next is Cody Drive, cross cutters at the canyon
and before it gets to the church where the grade flattens. The Street Department has put two
culverts in on cody drive, they are in place to take drainage from the north to south side.
currently there is a small berm, we are looking to reinforce that with jersey barriers and
buildingthat up. Upsize the storm drain on the north side from the church to the east end of
the subdivision, currently it is 15" and Sunrise is including that in their design. Center Sheet
we are looking at boring a new pipe under center sheet. one question, we have talked one
or two pipes, I would like to have that discussion with Sunrise. I would leave the culvert
there and then add a second one at a lower elevation to collect water from the parking lot.
We looked at several areas ttuough the drainage where the open channel needs to be
reinforced, the parking lot is starting to be undermined, also there is a building where the
corner needs to be softened and reinforced. I think the Street Division has cleaning out the
channel on their list. That is what they are looking at right now. There is also longer berm
that needs to be done, but probably won't be done before the monsoon. They want to study
more in Cody Drive to look at a pipe at the toe and take it to the pond, we may have to

-
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enlarge the pond. They provided a proposal to look at that closer and make sul.e it is the
preferred option. They also provided a proposal for the final design north of Center between
Center and Tagg n Go, they talked about another pipe. I would like discussions with UDOT
to use their right of way to channel the drainage. We would lose some trees, thae is room,
and it would be great use. we have also talked at the south of the apartments west of I-15,
there is a culvert that comes across by the SUU Facilities building, possibly doing a detention
or catchment, the pipe is all enclosed, we talked opening it to catch water coming offthe
hillside. Mayor - on Cody from looking at it, in front of the church is the lowest spot, Cross
Hollow is higher, is it? If so, how will you compensate, build a berm. Jonathan - the road
drains to Cross Hollow Road. Mayor - one stumbling block is drilling the pipes under the
road, people can build basins, but if we don't get in line and committed to drill, my fear is we
will wait past the monsoon. Going north we can do it with a trench and the UDOT right-ofway, on the south the water is persistent, the problem is we can't get under the highway.
Jonathan - per purchasing policy it will have to be bid out publically. Mayor - bid it
immediately and see who can do it in our time frame. Phillips - we need to make sure
before work is done the engineering is done so it is done at the right elevation, but I think
they can be done in tandem. Mayor - yes, contractors sometimes are as wise as engineers. I
would build oversized to not have the problern again. We want this to be a home run.
Jonathan - we will get it ready to go. SUU is still moving forward to install a storm drain
along 700 South and north on 800 West, that will help take pressure offthe drainage across I15 at 200 South. Phillips - we are participating, aren't we? Jonathan - yes, we will pay for
the upsizing of the pipe with impact fees.

Mayor - I have a budget to prepare and Jason, Paul and I will enter that soon, I have never
been down this road and will be leaming a lot. My goals and vision I have and ran on as a
candidate, there are 5 things I have been talking about Parks & Recreation (P&R),
infrastructure, roads, water and BSBC and north interchange. P&R, this is not something I
intend to push and make it happen, but I strongly support. My anployees said I built by the
railroad track because I wanted something to move without me pushing it. I am in favor of
neighborhood parks, and gyms put up by developers. I will put one gym up, Joe Burgess and
Frank Nichols will also if in their subdivisions, there is opportunity in the south and at Cross
Hollows. They will need land, my vision is the city buy the concrete, the neighborhood
pours and lays it. The city buys trees and neighborhood plant them. Trees belong in the park,
there will be a little grass, but less than in mind, that would include sprinkler parts. Pavilions
donated with names on thern and benches also. Maintenance by P&R, I am looking at
leaden, neighborhoods that will raise money and get donations and developers with their
names on it, I don't want my name on one, but my father's name would be ok. We want to
see a plan.

- I am interested in small seed money to look for opportunities to obtain some ofthe
land for roadways there. I am interested on finishing Wedgewood Lane to the Golf Course,
there is a small section marked out. At the Golf Course from Fairway to 100 East. There is
land we don't own, but perhaps we could obtain. I say patience, patience, patience. From
the dikes road, 75 East to Mountain View Drive. We own most of that property. Either 2400
north or 3000 north I would like to go at least to 2300 West. I would like Center Street to go
up to the Cove. Joe Thurston Road, I wish it drained, it is higher than Spruce. The little
outlets, Water Street and one other to get to Joe Thurston. Going south from Wells Fargo is
difficult to do.
Roads
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Water - I want new wells, five steps, wells, acquisition, effluent, study Coal Creek and
support Pine Valley at a reasonable cost. Willow Sticks, I hope to have a study where they
think, and we think are good places to drill new wells running water not to Quichapa. I think
we should accept Joe Burgess' well but test it first. We can take it to a pressurized irrigation
systan if needed. He has offered it, but we would have to refurbish it to municipal standards,
and maybe drill west of WL Plastics. These guys have been contracted by Corollo to pick
well sites. We could use money designated for a new well to drill maybe not at WL but
listen to the experts. ln June 2022 drill some test wells to see what the water and flow is,
we get a few hundred gallons per minute there may be more there. Next year we can budget
additional money, there is a lot more than a test well. In 2023 I hope to restudy the basin,
evaluate test well and wells in the system and make decisions in 2023. Quichapa, people say
that water is 16,000 years old, they called it pre-Jurassic, some say Lake Bonneville, it does
not recharge well. We looked at the graph, at Quichapa it is a one-way street, they can age
water, and it doesn't seem to be changing so we are not recharging. The recharge at
Quichapa may be less than it is. I am not sure fixing Quichapa is better than finding other
sources. Acquisition for water, I want water for water, I don't want to be taking money from
other funds to stabilize, you are the council and you have the votes. Ifa developer comes
with money, we should spend it buying water and get the best deal we can. On effluent I
have had three ag producers express interest, one has 2,000-acre feet of water he will rest
we provide him effluent. We should work with CICWCD. I don't have all the answers, but
theri are answers out there. We have money held over for this year's budget, we could add
to it and find ways to use it, the biggest problem is storage. Coal Creek - study it for
drinking, I sigred up for the American Water Works convention in June in San Antonio and I
would like to take a few people with me. I have not been to AWWA show for about 18
years. Pine Valley at reasonable price, I think CICWCD will lead out. I will go to Colorado
Springs to look at a pipeline they put in. The test of my term as Mayor will be 13 years from
now with the water cuts. I expect to be dead, and I hope to lie peacefully in my grave, I hope
I am not rolling over. The State will determine, if they show up and say wait a few years that
is great. I doubt we will ever get rid of the Ground Water Managernent Plan, the more we

if

if

manage the less they

will

do.

Melling - there are Mellings that own on 3000 North, my grandfather's sister-in-law and
there may already be an easernent for a master planned road.

WLLOW STICIG: Val Kofoed, I am an engineer by education

and training and Ryan

Blanchmd, Business Development - we specialize in ground water characterization, we don't
believe in water witching, we find, characterize and map water develoPment. We have been
in business for 17 years and have worked all over the world, halfoutside the country. We
have 3 geophysical techniques, one we patented. Willowstick Technologies, earth material,
sand gravel, rock, they will not conduct electrical current, water when it gets down in the
ground it becomes conductive. That is why there are gfi's in bathrooms and kitchens. We
came up with an invention where we buy an electrical current through the earth and gabs the
water bearing zone. The right-hand rule, you point in the direction and the fingers run the
current. We measure the x, y and z of the electrical current. It is great for mapping and
tracking water. If Lake Powell leaked, would you drain it. We can put an elecEode thlough
the lake and follow the water. Second, the pattan has expired, residents acoustic profiling,
we are proposing to use this in your community more than Willowstick. Ocean tides the
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ocean rises and falls twice a day as a result ofthe gravitational pull of the moon, scientists
can predict the tide. The less unknown the gravitational pull. The earth rises and falls as
much as 8 inches a day, we don't feel it unless there is a trernor. The earth is always in
motion, it builds stresses and shains in the earth crust, we get hinge point and pumps, that

movement of the earth provides a resident signal, raising and lowering water you get a signal.
As the weight of the earth rises and falls you get a resident sigral. As we listen to the signal,
we have a fracture or fall, a pours zone where there is water, we can go as far as 4,000 feet
deep. If you don't hit a fracture the water production is very poor. We did a project in North
Sanpete County, getting 5,000 to 20,000 gallons per minute, we found weak zones, we got
about 500-600 gallons per minute, about a 4,000 per minute flow rate. Ifyou put the drill in
the right place, you get the water. A third technique, GAMA, the earth material rernits a
gamma sigral, water will block that, we did a project in Japan, the nuclear projectors we
surrounded by water. All rocks submit a gamma signal. We have a device we carry around,
that always projects signal unless there is water and it does not submit the sigral. That is the
background.

Exhibit "B". You have a closed water basin, the mayor wants to
prepare for the future, we want to know where we have water. We met with Mayor and
Councilmember Hartley and dmve around. After the tabletop view, we have some sites. Site
1,2, 4 owned by the city. Site 3 there are signs of faulting. Bumblebee is volcanic. Coal
Creek the water comes down the canyon and takes a 90 degree and then another 90 degree,
that is a fault line. There is a lot more water than you think. We don't touch water rights;
our expertise is finding water. We are proposing, looking at the 20 acres owned by the city,
and Gamma the area. We will show where to drill. We don't mess with gallons per minute,
we are looking for thousands. I have drilled artesian wells that flow thousands ofgallons per
minute. This is a promising site. You own 3 pieces of property in the Right Hand Canyon
area, it is in the canyon where you have a pipeline. Up Right Hand Canyon you have
springs, there is a lot of water where there is faulting, we should search this area. Study area
4 there is a faulted zone, you own it you should look at it. In Bumblebee area, there is a lot
of faulting. You drilled a well and it didn't produce much water, we think it is on the wrong
side ofthe fault. I like the site, we could transfer the well, volcanics in this country, ifyou
take the well logs, the ones in volcanic rock are the big producers. Shurtz Canyon area there
is some faulting areas, that property is owned by State Lands and BLM and they would
probably cooperate more easily. We will find the water along the hurricane fault. There is
an area by the flooding area by the church, that area could help with the flooding, that is
BLM land.
See presentation attached as

There are areas you have wells by that we could maximize. Royce Nelson has developed a
technique, lightning data, lightning hits the earth thousands of times a day and sends
electrical current. He can find zones more or less conductive; the conductive areas are where
the water is. His problern is he is about 2,000 feet deep, ifwe work together, we get good
information. Royce doesn't take small pieces of property; he shows large areas.

-

Phillips - does the proposal include tests? It does not provide for any drilling. Melling
what is the cost to drill a well? Jonathan - probably about $ 1 00,000 to $ 150,000. Jonathan
how many wells at each site? Val - one or two. Jonathan - potentially 6 or 7 test wells?
Yes. Mayor - let them tell us what they will do. We will make a decision based on
knowledge. Jonathan - how deep would you go with test wells? Val - top 1,000 feet. Ryan

-
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the 3-D model will tell you the depth. We won't know until we do the study. Val - we
won't know the number ofgallons and we can't tell you water quality, but up the canyon and
Bumblebee should be good. Mayor - can you put a probe in one well and then another and
see if they are connected? Yes. Mayor - at Quichapa I wonder if that is all connected.

-

first priority is to take care of anployee
staffing and pay, evaluate the staffing requests and budget for COLA and merit increases to
keep pace with inflation and pay scales from the studies done. I want to maintain the same
level of anployee benefits and give HR tools to recruit and retain employees. With the labor
shortage we have had turn over and competition for employees to move elsewhere. I
participated to fire recruitment, and we only have one left, they all went elsewhere.

COUNCILMENIBER HARTLEY Hartley

-

Public Safety - take care ofpolice and fire to get creative to keep employees, it is costly to
have tumover. When I did a drive around with an officer, he gave some ideas I passed to
Mayor Wilson, I can share with you also. I also talked with the Chief.
lnfrastructure, we need to plan for an additional fire station or stations. The emergency
storm water planning will be completed. Roads in town, not the same the mayor suggested,
but a few that generate complaints, the South Mountain frontage road needs to be completed,
also finish the road on 800 West to Coal Creek Road, it would take demand off Main Street,
between ftrdustrial and coal creek Road. water, look for new sources and also work with
the water conservancy District (wcD) to see if the Pine valley water project is feasible and
participate. We need to continue with water conservation and education and work with
Gabbie to get the information to the citizens on water billing. I am planning to go to
Colorado Springs also. Mayor referenced engineering study on efiluent water, we budgeted
money last year. Mayor - Melling said I will appove the budget but before you approve it
bring it back to council. The Council wanted it held off. Hartley - P&R - get pickleball
courts redesigned and completed this year. I would like indoor recreation on a community
center. You talked community gyms; we need to look at maintenance on these types of
facilities. When American Packaging was here, he asked about a YMCA, we told him no,
we were trying to get a community center, they are big on family stuff, maybe we can pusue
avenues for them to participate. Trail connections, one is on Industrial Road. By Maverik on
South lnterchange, that intersection is completed, and the trail dead ends, and the ballads are
there, and it goes to weeds. Mayor - on Industrial Road, there was a big grant. Paul - I
talked with Cindy Bulloch, she was going to fill me in on the status, the money is earmarked,
but Congress cannot pass a budget, so it is stuck. Hartley - a few ye:lrs ago we hired Sunrise
for a soccer feasibility study was it ever completed. I know there are hard feelings from the
soccer organization. Jonathan - we are moving forward with design with Sunrise and also
for the detention pond recreation area, they are both budgeted this year. Hartley - another
one is Park Discovery, it is getting dilapidated, it has the City's name on it' I know it was a
problem because it was built with wood, the community put their heart and soul into that, and
gave it to the city. Congratulations on the Airport with the runways and ramps areas, they
are in good shape. Economic Development, I want them to continue onjob recruitrnent, give
Danny the budget he needs. That is the other side ofhousing affordability, the gap for
housing and wages is widening.

BREAK
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I was
we
local
opportunity
fascinated by the Willowstick presentation. We need to exhaust every
can and spand our resources before we spend $17,000 an acre foot and before we go to Pine
Valley or WahWah Valley. I would like to continue discussions on water incantives, finish
our work with what we are charging developers. Encourage us to find agriculture incentives,
some has been done by the WCD and the State with the pivots for water efficient uses' we
need to give incentives, they are the heaviest users. I recommend prayer, be more selective,
we had prayers answered in July and August. I think the water issue can be solved and we

COUNCILMEMBER ISOM: Isom - two top priorities

are water and safety.

start at home.

we need to see things through on our anergency repairs and flood repairs and our
plaruring. ln Fire we need to support the chief and do something in the south, sooner than
later, create another station. We have a small north station, and we need an auxiliary station
in the south. We also need to support the Police.
Safety

-

We need to take care of our city assts, our most important asset goes home every night, the
people. We need to continue to have quality people in positions so important to the City. We
have some of the best staff around the planet.
Economic vitality and improvement, people can't live where they work, we are reaching that.
The gap between income and housing, we need to work in both directions. Raise the level of
salaries and wages and we need to contain the cost of housing some way. We see what it has
done to the projects, there are a lot of R-2-2 Development and R-2-1, that is the demand in
the marketplace. Refine ordinances to create creativity in building and leverage our diverse
economy. Danny is well aware of the Hackman Index, we are at 80 of 100, we are almost as
diverse as the Wasatch Front, we should leverage that to build the wage base. Things
happening, I want to do with Danny is create an understanding how many people decided
they could work at home and encourage people to come to Cedar City and do that and drive
up our median household income. We would like to have more technolory jobs; they are
higher payingjobs. There are a couple initiatives in process to atkact high tech companies to
the area. We (SUU) received a grant from the Economic Development Administration under
the Federal Department of Cofirmerce $ 1.5 million matching $750,000 each, to create a more
sustainable, eco systsrn, build framework with mentors and capital and places people can
create. This is in conjunction with the Larry H. and Gayle Miller at SUU, the Business and
Innovation Center.
Planning - we made a career out ofour general plan; I am looking to get to the finish line.
There is tremendous interest in the community and the Transportation Master Plan. In the
budget cycle plan for proper infiastructure to accornmodate growth.
I believe the crescent from 200 North to Center toward the University there is tremendous
potortial. One of the things we are looking to do is create an entrepreneur Lassonde Center
downtown to house students and create space for business development.
Recreation

-

I don't want to give up on recreation, ice, gyms, soccer, I don't think I have

been more devastated by the Ice public/private partnership going away, it is a possibility. I
would like to encourage private investment but step up as a city. Parks, the property we got
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with our SITLA swap can be developed in a park, the Burgesses have offered a big chunk of
land west ofhere and the development ofthose resources should be a priority.
Fine tuning ofland use ordinances, I hope we can get creative and have ordinances that allow
for creative development.
Hartley - I forgot to mention in my time that the Airport schedule has changed, I don't know
if there is anything we can do to help Nick.

COUNCILMEMBER PHILLIPS: Philli ps - Thank you for the opportunity to speak about
my passion for this city. First and foremost, I am grateful to live here and enjoy the time I
have been given to help make our city a better place for all ofus who call it"hom€' (even if
it is our vtsitors who may call it home for a few hours, days, weel<s, or months.) You won't
hear about water from me today, as I know it will be covered by all ofus throughout the day.
However, I remain deeply committed to help solve the long-term water needs of our city.
What you are hearing today from me, and others are all the projects and personnel needs we
believe necessary to do better. However, let us always remember what a geat citv and
extraordinary employees we have. We carnot fo rget the tremendous improvements we have
made and the challenges we have overcome. It is important to recall and reflect on those
accomplishments often. I will share very shodly some of my hopes for Cedar City, but at this
retreat, let's never forget how fortunate we are to be discussing Erowth cycle issues, rather
than working on how to 'save' a dvins community.

Vision
As our city has continued to grow, it has put increased strain on all facets of city services. I
believe the administration and the past mayor and council worked hard to make sure
improved conditions were in place to support much ofthe strain departrnents were feeling.
However, we are not done. With a new mayor and new vision, we much continue to be
committed to making sure our city grows with dignity, style, and uniqueness to help set us
apart. Cedar City has every opportunity to become the next great city in this state. We must
never settle for second-class. We should strive to the be standard by which other cities,
businesses, and industries in our region aspire to reach. As 'our city' dreams and builds, so
too will our businesses, industries, and residents.

I have appreciated hearing the comments from my fellow colleagues and look forward to the
next two. As we all know we are involved in public service, we chose to join this service
when we filed to run for office. "Politics and public service is the art of 'possible'. To those
who are skeptical, criticism is easy, and achievernent is hard." And we have much hard work
to do.
Employees
As was expressed by the previous council at this same retreat over the past two years, our
employees are the city's greatest asset. They are responsible to make this city function every
day. Without them, the services and our govemment would come to a standstill. We must
continue to stand behind thern, give thern the resources needed, provide sound city policy to
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support their work and lastly provide gul dance so they perform their duties to the utmost of
their abilities. Our role as community lead ers should be in setting policy and procedures so
be
will alw
for our
that they can succeed, and in turn we al I succeed. M #1
and their well-beins. They and our citizens deserve nothing less.
its em

Ifthe last two years

has taught us anything,

it is the power ofa positive attitude and .

supporting thoie around you. We must continue to make sure that proper compensation,
mentat heilth opportunities, and human resource policy support our employees'

Streetlights
I am pleased that we have funded the master plan design for the streetlight project from
approximately 800 south all way to the South I-15 lnterchange. It has been a pet projecf of
mine for fouryears. Now, I would like to see the project completed in the near future- Safety
and a positive image for residents and visitors alike will occur as you travel our city from the
south to north and vis-versa when this project is completed'

oflighting, our city should make an exerted effort to become a dark sky
*..*ity. If we can provide proper, safe lighting throughout our city, and at the same time
meet the siandards of a dark sky community it will benefit the quality of life for all our
Speaking

citizens. We should look at ordinances and best practices to ensure we achieve this.

Public Safety

we need additional support personnel in both our police and fire departments. call volumes
have increased, and the severity ofthose calls as also grown. Properly supported public
safety olficers are essential for a strong and secure city. We must continually address these
human resource needs. Now is the time to invest in our public safety personnel.
us to fund the planning
and desigr process for both a south and north fire station as soon as possible. Perhaps we
phase the two stations in the building process, but I suspect it might be more appropriate to
build both at the same time being funded through a series of grants (both state and federal),

our fire department needs additional facilities. I would encourage

CDBG funds, bonds, etc. The cost will never get cheaper, and the need will only grow
greater. The time to plan and design is now.
CemeterY

Our city cernetery is a treasure, and it must be treated and protected as such. Communities
are judged by their city parks, libraries, government buildings, and cemeteries. They tell the
woild how the city feels about their residents. If we do not have first-class city parks,
libraries, govemment buildings, and cemeteries, we tell our residents and visitors alike that it
just doesit matter that much. I will always fieht for thouqhtful. well planned. built and
maintained city facilities.
Our cemetery needs some serious attention. We must complete the master plan for the new
irrigation and road system and begin the funding process. I have been asking for four years to
have additional trees planted and have been told, when we get the new system in place we
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is too late. I know many of those beautiful big trees will need to come down
when we re-do the water and road system. Please let's not wait. In addition, I believe we
should have historic light poles at key intersections in our envisioned cernetery. Too much
vandalism and safety concerns exist without them. Let's get this done.

will plant. That

Transportation
I have appreciated the mayor's discussions over the last several weeks regarding altemative
taffic corridors in our city. I have been saying for four years that we need to develop
additional ways to travel through our city besides Main Street and 200 North. The new
master tmnsportation plan is a solid look from the 30,000-foot level of current and future
needs; however, we must now focus on specific intersections, and traffic corridors to start the
real work. Several assessment studies were recommended in the new plan. I suggest we begin
as soon as possible on the deeper dive of the work.

I feel many underestimate the future impact of travel in this valley. We should not be
reducing road widths for major streets, but instead should follow our master plan. Westview
Drive should not be reduced to a 75-foot road but should remain the 100-foot master planned
road it was intended. Wedgewood Road should remain a 66-foot-wide road and not be
reduced until it reaches 1600 North. We must improve travel on Airport Road and Kitty
Hawk as soon as possible. We must find a way to work with landowners to open 800 West at
coal creek. we have thousands ofresidents living in the Northfield area ofour city and we
must provide a more efficient access to 200 North and the Southem Utah University.

Historic Downtown
We must work with our local business, state and federal partners and find funding to invest in
our downtown core and save historic structures. we must bury the utility lines than run
behind our west side businesses from center Street to 200 North. we need to encourage
continued development and improvement along Main Street from center street to 200 South.
Those two blocks will soon see positive infusion with the building of the new Hampton Inn
Hotel, but we need to provide incentives and other platforms to enrich those two blocks with
increased landscaping, fagade programs, as well as signage, sidewalk and sifting
improvements,

In addition, we need to find ways to establish some downtown residential living for young
and old alike. Ifplarmed and executed properly, a housing complex in our downtown alea,
could do more to help re-vitalize our downtown than almost anything else. People are
wanting to move downtorvn; we need to help them.
Regional Airport
We need additional support for our airport. One additional person is desperately needed now
to help secure the safety and integrity ofthose facilities. I believe we can make this a winwin situation. Ifwe can develop a dedicated commitrnent from our county leaders. They can
become the catalyst ofa new source of energy for continued great local air service. Afterall
this is the Cedar City Reeional Airport. The current annual investrnent from the county of
about $25K, is not appropriate for their retum on investrnent. If we could reach a consensus
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to increase that annual support to $100K through an interlocal agre€ment, it could provide
the necessary funds to cover most the new employee's salary. The county has much to gain
by increased service and improvement at the regional airport. I know our currant Airport
Manager is committed to have our airport grow in both service and offerings but needs more
resources. We all heard this last summer from our own Airport Advisory Board and I would
like to see us act upon this request.

Parks and Recreation
We must start acquiring land for future parks. We need to dedicate a portion of the Parks and
Recreation Impact Fees to purchase property for recreational facilities before land in key
residential areas is not available. It is wonderful when developers chose to deed property to
the city for a park in their development, but we cannot rely on that for all our future needs.
More parks and recreational facilities were one of the key responses in the recent survey
conducted by Vision 2050 and is endorsed as part ofour 2022 General Plan Update. The
community has spoken, we need to respond.

Also, I would like to see us make additional street and landscape improvements on the
southside ofthe 900-north approach to our municipal golf course and Thunderbird Gardens.
What can we do to protect our canyons? Communities all over the counbry and especially in
our home state, are working to protect the open space that surrounds them. Cedar Canyon
and all the areas along our eastem city boundary help set Cedar City apart. I would like to
engage in discussions on how we might can go about setting aside 'community preservation
funds' to acquire land, when available, in Cedar Canyon to preserve for future generations.
Someone is already proposing building condos or townhomes near Rusty's Restaurant. We
owe it to our posterity to save the canyon from development. I know this is a big lift, but we
must start having the conversation.

Leisure Services
Finally, I would ask for us to consider additional support personnel in Leisure Services. We
currently have one employee who covers the custodial work of several city buildings
including the Aquatic Center. No one person can do justice to all those buildings and their
needs. Perhaps we could get greater maintenance coverage at the Aquatic Center both inside
and outside of the building if we provide a full-time maintenance person to the Aquatic
Center. It is something that is overdue.
Mayor I know that is a long list, but I am happy to answer any questions or entertain any
dialogue that might help us move forward. Again, thank you for the opportunity to share
some of my vision for our city.

COUNCILMEMBER MELLING: Melling - I agree with most of what has been said by
other councilmernbers. My issue is the natural progression of a community, we were a tent
city, homes were built, homes expanded, or dilapidated and tom down and built into larger or
multifamily homes or businesses. We think of larger walkable communities were not zoned
that way, they just happened. Properties become more valuable, and repairs need to be made,
the owner either justifies the cost ofrepairs or let the life of the building be shortened and
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demolish and build something new. Post WWII happened, we want to have a little more
control of the look of our communities, and they did zone, and we created a problem. We
assume when communities are built, we freeze them in time, take a snapshot and tell them
what they can build without looking into the future. Today what has happened we see
sprawl, the infill is much less incentivized, suppresses the value ofland because the property
can't change and see the need to create new corridors. One of my concerns in land use is the
human aspect, affordability, but a key concem, when we freeze in time, we don't have the
vision to develop in perpetuity. We are left with a need to keep growing, so urban planning
calls it a growth Ponzi scherne, you are stuck in the cycle to keep the infrastructure portfolio
new. I would like to see a better way for some of our older neighborhoods to have a way to
change more naturally. We have seen push back on the SHD overlay and I think it is because
through zoning we have suppressed the ability to change and then we take a huge jump all at
once. It makes a better use for infrastructure and the community more walkability. We can
fix three things, older things beginning to decline, 4Gf year old neighborhood, unless
emotionally connected they don't fit. One that doesn't fit, it is the lost cause category. Then
you have the new stuff, housing has come up with great options for the new stuffthat give
more flexibility for a mix and still maintain density. The New Utah Foundation report
recognizes the need for more diverse type of middle housing. I was talking to a propsty
owner that runs quite a few developments; they say housing is something that should not be
solved ifyou have one of four last names. Create opportunity when more people can be part
ofthe solution. One solution is form-based code, not to tent city, but here are additional
things you can do with your property if it meets a cedain zone, instead of2 or 4-plex. The
maximum size is "X' and you can put how many units there. You can do it in subdivisions
without covenants and restrictions, more than 40 years old, etc. There are a lot ofbarriers to
multi ownership of those dwellings without PUD's. One of the keys is form-based code
needs to not be ambiguous but not be overly restrictive. We don't have to invent the wheel;
there are other commwdties that do this. If we give more flexibility to property owners to
create better use oftheir space, it will bring more people downtown. There is a lot oflow
hanging fruit that allows creativity and flexibility that will be coming to council in the next
few months. The policy, if well drafted, will make befter use of infrastructure and more
sustainable pattems of development that will not cost us dearly if we stop growing and make
more community mernbers in the mix instead ofjust a few.

COUNCILMEMBER RIDDLE: Riddle - we feel and have the same sediments. I have
lived here 54 of 58 years of my life. My family has a rich heritage, my mother' s family
moved into this valley with the first people, my mother probably lives in the ol dest home in
Cedar City. I have been recruited by a few companies to move and do what I do. I stay here
for the same reason you all do, tnrly this is the greatest place on earth. A few things
important to me, I am critical of money that is spent, or we are spending. As for the
employees, that is the most valuable thing, we need to take care of them to the best ofour
abiiity, the day in, day out, at Airport, Parks, Treatment Plant, the roads, infrastructure, those
that manage the funds, they should be taken care to the best of our ability' Two things I
talked about, I think we should make the north fue station useable and then build one on the
south. Enoch city is willing to participate on the north end oftown and we need to keep them
at their word. They depend solely on the Fire Department of Cedar City. As far as the Police
DeparEnent they need to be taken care of. we are probably 3 or 4 officers short maybe l0
short according to population living here and going through our town. We have close to
38,000 to 39,000 but driving through probably 50,000. As far as housing I want to support
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what we can do, there is a lot we can't do. I know water is the most important issue, I
applaud what we are looking at doing. People won't like us because ofwhat we must do.
Water rates have to go up. We can't subsidize builders that want to build a new housing
complex, but we will pay you the acquisition fee, they need to come with water, not pay
money. There are things we can look at for housing, we will always fall short. I feel
strongly about, I will walk a fine line, I have been part of Cedar High sports for a long time,
the last kids I coached heavily are seniors this year. We need to be careful about what we
commit ourselves to in recreation. As I worked in wrestling for several years, from October
to Novernber, we went all over the country and notjust those four months. I got a shirt, a
jacket and a region pass to all sports, that was my pay. I support pickleball courts, we need
to look not only to the city but to the community, developers, other ways. I am on the P&R
Board and I want to look at Park Discovery to see as a community what we can do and make
it a better place. I had a great friend spend a lot of time building that. I am grateful I have the
opportunity to serve, I am leaming a lot, there is so much that goes on that people don't have
a clue. I love the area we live. A little prayer doesn't hurt, and I hope God blesses the
people and the community.

LI,NCH OROVIDED BY CEDAR CIT\1
UPDATE ON OUTSTANDING CAPITAL PROJECTS: you have
Exhibit "C". Each department will address their projects.

a capital project

list

we have two projects for City building, mechanical controls, using Yamas, they are
having a difficult time getting the controls. The carpeting, we can recalpet, the only question
we have for the amount, which areas do we want to redo. We can do the tan areas, the worst
wear, we will do carpet squares. The green/blue we can let it ride or replace it all. If we do
the tan, we will be well under budget. Phillips - leave to your discretion, but possible restretch areas. The back page we have $60 million on outstanding projects, we have spent a
little over halt about $33 million, we have that money.
Paul

-

Danny - the welcome sign 200 north is something Councilman Phillips is working on.
Phillips - it has not gone very far. Danny - coming offI-15 at l500Westwe are looking at a
welcome sign and putting it on city owned property. Phillips - we received $4,000 from the
County Tourism budget. The sign is similar to the one coming out of Cedar Canyon. I spoke
with the Lions Club about a $1,500 donation. They have said they will provide labor and
handyman work to do the stone if we would like.
Darin - body camera storage and software, this will put everything in the cloud. The job has
been done, I got an email they say no outstanding invoices, but we have not paid, so we are
working on that. Evidence Room - it is a small project to increase storage. SWAT have
been ordered. The Conex containers at the old WWTP have been purchased. Vehicles have
all been ordered and paid for, except for one and it is in the process which is for Code
Enforcement. Riddle - what for evidence. Darin - there is a closet that holds guns, we are
going to knock that out into a storage area and build some workstation space in the front.
Riddle - the room is secured? Darin - cinderblock room with a door. We are going to put a
wall down the center. Phillips - how does this relate to a comment by Mr. O'Brien? Darin
we had a brief conversation, he comes from big business, he talked abut a flat screen
computer you talk to and it types, we have tried to get tablets instead ofa computer, but it is

-
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you can get touch screen with a keyboard. Darin
great equipment and appreciate what we have provided.
easier

with

a

keyboard. fuddle

-

-

we have

Mike Phillips - training was to be phased over 4-5 years. The challenge with shipping
containers is to get thon welded. We are still working to get someone to do that. 800 mh
radios has been spent and are in hand. Mayor - what changed? Mike - a portion was funded;
it was a z1- or 5-year project. This is at the Airport Fire Station. The old one was training for
single family homes; this is for higher rescue. Jason - we funded the first 1/3 and the costs
keep changing, we thought we funded 1/3, and this is not the total amount needed to finish
the project. Paul - they have the containers, it is tall. Mike - it is missing the stairs, the
landing, windows, doors. Paul - they can't get anyone to do the work. Back to the 800 mh,
there are more to buy in the future. The command vehicle, the vehicle has been ordered, we
don't know when it will be here. Tactical tender was ordered last August, construction in
March, we will see it in October or November. Phillips - will that price fluctuate? No.
Jonathan

-

the truck, I talked to Drew,

it

has not been ordered, he

will do that, it is for a

building inspector.
895 S. Joe Thurston Intersection, that is the tie in from 895 S. to Joe Thurston Way, PEPG is
working on the design. I have been bringing projects through Council the last while. This
should be done in April. Mayor - we need to connect both streets. Jonathan - JeffOboing
is developing a project that will connect Green Street. 1100 West from 200-400 North, this
is rehabilitation of the roadway. Phillips - what is the problern? Ryan - it has had so many
overlays that we have lost the crown. It will be milled and redo the subsurface, it will be bid
out. Jonathan - we went to tle engineering pool PEPG has been contracted and it will be

1600 North Lund Hwy intersection is to finish the city's comer of that
intersection by the Fire Station. We own the SE Comer. The NW comer has been approved
with Cedar Reserve. NE will be complete with Scenic Development. Ryan - we came
through to do this a few years ago, it will be realigned. Mayor - who owns NE? Ken
Rinlisbacher, Scenic Development. Phillips - SW won't be done? Jonathan - correct, that is
a private developer. Platt and Platt will do this project. Kittyhawk improvernents is for curb,
gutter and sidewalk in front of the Animal Shelter. With the Coal Creek Bridge proj@t most
of that was complete, but this is a small portion that was not. Watson Engineering is doing
this. The Coal Creek project is almost done, a few punch list iterns, chip seal, striping and
done in

April.

landscaping that will be done in the spring. This was funded through Joint Highway, the
$500,000 is the City match we pay UDOT. We have paid some, but not all. Flood Conhol
projects you know about. We have a proposal from Sunrise to finish the longer-term
projects. Ryan - the portion the Street Departrnent will do to rernove the grate, build the
berm and open the channel on the other side, that will start next week.
the front-end loader is here and paid for. Paul - this is a snapshot; Jason will
reconcile it. Jason - this is a sunmary. We have not netted all the expenditures out' Paul - a
lot will stay on the list for a year so when bills roll in, we have a souce to pay them. Ryan
the dump truck with a plow is not here yet, it was going to be here in July, they have
manufacfu rer components.
Ryan

-

-

the General Plan and Transportation Master Plan will be through Council
tomorrow night. Mayor - it cost more than we thought? Jason - we had an initial idea and
Jonathan

-
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development kept going up and council wanted more so we added more budgets and more
master plan. Phillips - initially was $44,000, how did it get this high? Jason - we added
transportation and historic and then we added the scope. Paul - we started with the
gentleman in Provo, and he had issues, his price was much better. Jonathan - the City
received a grant fiom UDOT to pay for the Transportation Master Plan. I don't know the
status to the historic plan, I think it is progress. Paul - we had a phase I historic
preservation, that is done, we are now at phase 2 which goes deeper. Phillips - we receive
grant money? Yes. Through State Historic Preservation.
land acquisition property across from Main Street Park. Tyler - we have not got a
contract, but I have talked with Aveese, they are waiting on the best time for them. Ken
Cemetery Office relocation is just waiting on some landscaping. Our guys will do it, other
than concrete. Concrete work is odds and ends, last we did ADA work at Main Street Park.
That is the type of projects we are doing. Cernetery expansion and irrigation are both the
design concepts, they are out for design with Civil Science. Jonathan - we are waiting on
proposals. Ken - the expansion needs to take place before the redo, will be using that
expansion in 2 yearc at the rate we are going. It will go to the southwest. Melling - I heard
feedback a week or so ago, people who don't live here the rate is still much cheaper than
others. I wonder if going forward there is something to look at, make thern affordable for
Cedar City residents. Ken - the columbarium there are 40 niches left. We had a lady come in
and buy 20 cemetery plots last week. Those are high on the priority list, and then we will
start the redo. Melling - can we get the percentage of non-resident. Ken - I think so. The
dugouts we are waiting for Gleave Concrete, this is a matching grant from TRCC. The riding
lawnmower will be here in August. This allows the deck to move to the side to get around
monuments and not leave long grass around the headstones. Mini loader attachments have
all arrived in the past few weeks, this does the side ofhails, the attachment will do the
parking garage, we ordered more attachments to make it multi-use. Bicentennial renovation
is completed. The next are RAP tax land for trails purchase and pickleball courts. Phillips
what trails are we looking at? Ken - we are trying to make mnnection. Jason - that is a very
oldJine itern, initially there were parcels they wanted to purchase, and they couldn't work
anything out and they have sat on the list for years. Jonathan - we have one trail, Southview
Trail we need to purchase property to make the connection to the pedestrian bridge at Greens
Lake Drive, after we cross private property, we can go through the livestock trail.
Ken

-

-

-

Steve Decker - carpet project, has been bid and will be installed April 20-22 and we will
leave the library open. We are carpeting the two meeting rooms, the classrooms, we will put
carpet tiles, we will also do the computer lab. Computers, all but $600 has been spent, we
had an idea and Mountain West wanted us to do something different.

Ken Nielson - power pedestals, is a matching grant with TRCC, they are all installed on the
south end. The arena world they bring million-dollar trailers and they live by their horses.
This is revenue source. Melling - it also keeps the noise down without generators running.
Ken - the stalls are completed also.
Steve Decker - Heritage Center/Festival Hall - boilers have been replaced and hooked up,
there was a drafting problern, that has been fixed. The kill switch has also been completed as
of last week. They have not been paid yet. The Fifth Electric, it is going through City
Council now, we were going to put one in, and we received a sizeable donation from the
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Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, so it was revised. The headsets have been spent.
The lighting, they were changing some out for new. High resolution projector has not been
ordered but will be now we have the screen ordered. Tables and chairs have been ordered;
anival date is supposed to be here today. The screen we will install ourselves. The digital
microphones, the dates ofbidding have been set as soon as he gets the specs, the arrival date
is Jwre l't.
Ken Nielson - Aquatic tables and chairs for the events such as a swim meat or the 3 rooms
being used. The plastic chairs arrived. The tables are ordered awaiting arrival. The boat
launch dock is outstanding, it is lost. We got our ADA curbing installed so the wheelchairs
don't roll in. They are getting us a section to launch the ADA Kayaks, it is about a 6-month
delay, but we are delighted with the product. The equipment shed is on the east side of
Aquatic Center, we were storing gas and chemicals together, that was not good.
Ryan Marshall - CATS bus has been received. We have to budget the amounts before we
can apply for the grants. We have had the bus on there for 3 years, we just got the money. It
is in service. The same with bus stop improvements, we have not got the grant yet, so we
keep the line item open until we get the grant monies. Airport - open gate replacement is
completed.
this is for widening roads in developments, that is spent ifrequired, it is ongoing.
Traffic study for Airport Rd and Kitty Hawk to see if it needs a signal, Horrocks will have
the study done in April. Lund Hwy is to add another lane, paid under transportation impact
fees, we have conhacted with Platt and Platt to do that, it should be done the end of April,
this is for a center lane.
Jonathan

-

Ken - the next several are P&R impact fees, they have plans, we would like to progress, park
desigrr for Fiddlers and the Armbrust pfoperty, Sunrise has both. we have given some
different itleas, something unique to fit the community. Phillips - and to not be damaged by
wato. They designed some pump track in St. George. Fiddlers is on everyone's radar for a

park on the northind of town, which will be great. Developer improved trails, they required
lo' sidewalk ifthe trail is combined, they are willing to put the trail but not pay the concrete.
Trail expansion is from the arena through the Armbrust property and come out by Silver Silo.
Mr. Armbrust called and are excitd to have it to watson. Jonathan - this portion goes down
offthe hill. Ken - the other section through the new subdivision the cliffs, they want to
make a connection to the trail at Cross Hollow, they have a little canyon for the trail.
Industrial Road you know where that funding is setting. Phillips - how is the desigrt
coming? Jonathan Ensign Engineering is working on this. Phillips - will we do the road

-

and

utilities with this? Yes.

Lake at the Hills parking lot, we paved. The shade structures are in the benches are heavily
used. we will finish with the trees and rernove some of the rabbit brush. Southview to East
Bench Trail, that is ready to go as soon as we get the design. Ensign is doing that. Most of
this is livestock trail so it will be easy. Cross Hollows, Old Sorrel will run to the arena.
Sidewalk on 900 North is waiting on Gleave. #12 Tee box is waiting until they know where
they want it located. Greens mower will be here in November. The machinery we have
ordered but a ways out. The top dresser we have and have used the seeder. The driving
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range turf is installed for the winter and the Club House improvements is redoiag the roof,

that will happm in Spring.
Danny - TRT for electronic reader boards. Events works with the streets to let people know
wherevents are happening. This is TRT and sheet got covlD money and bought those.
We changed that reader board for a truck, it was ordered in July.
Coal Creek Channel repairs is the NRCS project to repair the rip rap, Bowen Collins has
been awarded the design ofthat.

Aquatic Center construction was the gym. Phillips - was that the design? Paul
architect. Ken - the playground we talked about on Wednesday.
Ken

-

-

the

Airport funding is different on how we bid projects. Every 5 years we go out for an
engineering firm, not by project, but qualification. We go through the list ofprojects and that
engineer does that. One of these is the entitlement fund, if it doesn't cover it, we go to the
FAA and compete. We have the million-dollar entitlernent the rest is for local match. We
program it in the budget and meet with the FAA and the engineering firm.
Ryan

-

Terminal hold room, that is $600,000 where we would apply that money, we got 3 grants
each $l million and this project will be one of those. We are getting options on the hold
room, two inside the footprint, one outside. AIP 34 and 35 is the runway rehabilitation, it is
completed and are now working on closeout letters. We used our crews for the local match, it
is finished.

AIP 36 is the runway, and we will get

a closeout

letter. AIP 38 is the snow broom there are a

few issues to fix and then we will close it out.

fusk Resilience has been submitted to the EPA and is done. Redoing the water master plan,
Hampton Elm and Logue will be doing that. This will be a l0-l l -month process to get it
done. They will also look at the City's water model.
Cathodic protection south line, that is the south Quichapa wells, we had a consultant help and
it is close to go out to bid. Water exploration was discussed today with Wittlesticks. We
were looking at a test well at the Airport, the FAA would not let us do anything on the south
end of the runway. We are looking at going further west, by Joe Burgess' project. We talked
about testing Joe Burgess well, Rob is having the power company tum it on, they damaged
some piping that will have to be reviewed. We will get a plan and timeline to test that well.
Rob - it was an irrigation line only. Jonathan - that is for the well drilling and pumping. We
contract with Bowen Collins for that well. Water rights assessment, we hired Maybe Wright
and James to access the city's water right portfolio, they are 957o done, you will probably see
another phase, we need to file change applications to make sure all rights are properly
protected, this is a good start for us to understand where we are. Water rights acquisition is
ongoing. Ryan - we are trying to get a contractor to enclose the bays, we have not found
one yet. Jonathan - water tank design, this is south ofthe Cross Hollows are4 this is a 95%
desigrr, we are about to go to bid. We are working with the power company and property
owner to get that completed. Melling - this is concrete, can we do a bid with the water
district and get a better price? Jonathan - we talked about that, we are ahead of them, I am
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not sure their schedule. Phillips - will this be partially buried? Jonathan - yes, 6-7 feet on
one side. Rob - the problem with burying it is the pipe to get the water out has to also be
buried. Jonathan - Cedar Canyon water tank built 5 or 6 years ago, we are seeing settlement
issues with the tank, we are looking to have Civil Science look at options to fix the tank,
there may be water coming offthe hillside undermining the tank. Quichapa waterline
replacement has been complete for several months. Water tank is the same project we talked
abou! we are hoping this is enough money. Water tank interior coating, this is for the north
CV tank. One reasons we want concrete it is less maintenance, steel tanks we have to recoat
the inside. Alpha Engineering is doing that project. This cannot be done in the summer; it
will be bid in October and then take the tank out ofservice.
1700 West waterline loop we are still trying to get some propefty owners to sign off. 16"
water line at Eagle fudge is done, Orton Excavating did that project. Aimee Avenue
waterline has been in the budget before, several developers have wanted to develop. There is
a section of waterline that will need to be moved. We are waiting for development to
happen. Ryan - we will take that offuntil development comes through. Jonathan - 500
West waterline replacement. Over the past 20-25 years we try to go in and do a section of
waterline in the older part oftown each year. The lines are undersized and don't meet water
flow. Melling - that is something we talked about in the water rate discussion. Jonathan This is from 200-400 South. At the rate we are going we have another 30 years of lines to

replace. We contracted with Alpha Engineering to desigr this project.
Waterline upsizing, this to upsize waterlines as development occurs. Right Hand Canyon
springs box, this will replace one box, we contracted with Alpha Engineering, it will
probably be in the surlmer.

Bulldog water line is done, that was done by Orton Excavating. Automatic control valves.
Rob - Dorsett will be here on the fust. Ryan - the truck has been received. Sewer
Collections. Jonathan - we are looking at hiring Stantec, they have done a lot ofwork there,
they have a few changes on the contract. Tyler - my advice is to find someone else, they
want to restrict liability to $300,000, ifthey don't bend, I will bring it to the council and let
you decide. Jonathan - if we don't use Stantec there are others capable of doing the work.
Grit removal channel, that is done, it is closer to WWTP, it takes sewage and rernoves larger
materials before it gets to the plant. Iron West lift station, it is under constnrction. The city
is paying a portion, we can decommission the Cedar Meadows lift station when this comes
online. Slip lining, it is trenchless to redo the sewer line, we have had a problem with
COVID finding someone. Ryan - we are looking for another source to do this. Jonathan
the sewer line rehabilitation, fton is the contractor. Ryan - how do we start to replace
aging water infrastructure, we will go where there are a lot of failures, this will be done
mound East Elementary, phase t has started. Melling - do we still have clay lines? Yes.
Jonathan - sewer line upsizing for development with master planned lines, we pay the
upsizing through impact fees.

-

Ryan cleaning huck is delayed, the chassis has been delivered to the company. The same
with the next item. Asphalt maintenance project is completed, that was asphalt around the
sewer treahnent plant, it is completed.
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final clarifier is done and in operation. Ryan - they had dampeners they had to
install. Phillips - the wwTP looks spectacular. Ryan - they just completed their inspection
and the Department of water Quality raved about how clean it is. Jonathan - water line
connection with WCD, this is a culinary line to the treatrnent plant, currently is on an
underground well, they want redundancy. Ensigt Engineering is doing that, we hope to have
desigr at the ard of the month. We will still need to use the well to reuse the water rights,
but this provides options and a backup and redundancy for the systern'
Jonathan

-

the design for the filtration systern at the Treatment Plant -we want some
direction. Ryan - we put this in last year's budget to look at effluent. When we have a plan,
we will use ihe mon"1. Mellirrg - we will need a holding pond for winter water. There was
discussion on ARPA funding to do that. I am ok as long as it is something we need to do
regardless ofthe solution. If it is 5 years out, we may spend the money bufng water rights.
Sludge grinders is completed. Chlorinator shut offis complete also. Skid loader, it is the
rental wi do every year, it is done. Emergency power, Barney Brothers have completed that
project and it is hooked up. Riddle - they rent for $5,000 a year, that is anazing. Jason - that
*uld ch*g". Ryan - Electric Gate has been fixed. Outside heat assanbly is complete, they
have done a good job at completing the project.
Jonathan

-

Jonathan

-

Sunrise is working on the storm water master plan and also doing a storm water

model. Interstate Drive storm drain is a storm drain through Liberty cove, they are putting in
a detortion pond at the north end of their project, and this is the City's portion. It should go
to construction this slrnmer. Storm drain upsizing is as new development comes in the city
pays the upsizing of master planned lines. The next is the storm drain system on 800 west,
the city will pay the upsizing, that should happen this summer'
Solid waste- this is to get the final close out. All shop equipment is purchased. Garbage
truck is saying mid-march delivery. Ryan - with this we have these every two years. we are
having a hardtme getting parts, they no longer make this model. They did receive their
truck.
Danny Stewart - RDA funds, several projects, ree grates, sound syston, Mayor's square
sign. We have upgraded the sound system, it was wired through Bulloch Drug Sto1e, the
applier is still tbere. we now can control it in my office. Some speakers are pointing into
offices, that is on hold until we get those fixed. Mayors Park, we have the old bulletin board
removed and are waiting for the sigr to get delivered. We are working with Anthony at
Parks to do the concrete for the sigr, the power is there. Phillips - can that be programmed
remotely? Yes, that will be done in Gabbie's office. Tree grates, some have been purchased.
I got grant funding to help with tree grates. ln talking with Anthony, many trees have met
the life span and need to be upgraded, some of that will be done. We will be hiring someone
to help us put the trees in. Melling - are you looking at diversifuing the type of trees? Danny
- *" rr"ed h"lp deciding which trees. chrisunas lights. Paul - we ordered extras of ones
phasing out. We already talked about the electrical.
Ryan - public works parking lot pavement, when we do anything at facilities, we spread the
costs among the various departments. We had money for re-pavement and paving areas
where the garbage trucks park. We diverted some funds to fix our building, about $12,000,
that is complete,we will use the rest this summel. we will be completing the fleet building'
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Phillips - I would like to tour the facility. Ryan - let me know anytime you can do that.
With the building, they have the height, there are a few minor issues that need to be fixed.

BREAK
DEPARTMENTAL PRESENTATIONS.
we want to give you the best information to look at all aspects before a decision is
made. I appreciate you talking about staffing and ernployees, we appreciate you. I will be
losing 3 of5 division heads in the next 3 years, we have done it before, we can step in and
manage with staff, but it is a challenge we have. Trying to keep well trained, educated staff
and do their job in a timely matter. Water issues are very critical, but don't lose focus on all
the other infrastructure that goes with this. How many more miles of streets to pave,
maintain, snowplow, garbage pickup, so don't lose that focus when looking at everything.
Exhibit "D" was presented. Water is very important, but we have all the other infrastructure
and aging infrastructure and infrastructure in bad soils. Phillips - are water breaks aging,
pressure or what? Ryan - it varies. The big break we think it is the soils, 200 East and 200
West are very old. Rob - a lot are older lines, most are steel, cernant coated, but also have
problems with hot soil on the new stuff. Ryan - with our tanks we have 2.5 days of storage
during the peak times. Phillips - will our updated master plan help? Yes. Melling - will the
tiered fee schedule help? Ryan - I hope it does. Melling - do we have an idea what
proportion ofinfiastructure is in place for peak usage versus a mid-season dernands, they do
ihai with electricity. Ryan - in the water report, August is the peak month, it shows capacity
during peak times, and it shows the lowest in the winter also. Melling - we can have more
returns on peak times. Jonathan - that is where we get the biggest bang for our buck, the
whole systan is desigrred for the peak times for electricity and infrastructure, education will
be a key part. Melling - we see rebate for efficient appliances. If you save water on each
flush thai will help. Robbie - we trend the tanks, in the summer the highest peak is 1 l:00
p.m. to 6:00 a.m. Mayor - at well depths, the Enoch well helps, spring location is free water,
out is what we get. Rob - yes, we got about % of normal last year. Mayor - in
*hut
"orr".
winter months can we supply with Enoch wells and the springs? Rob - we run I well all day
and then we run one for 3-4 days and off2-4 days. It has increased with gowth. We are up
to 2 wells, they are the big wells out west, usually #8 and #5, about 1500 gallons per minute.
Ryan - it depends on early winter if we can shut those off. Melling - more of a fixed thing.
Can the 8 *illr h*dl" if *e have 25% reduction? Ryan - we looked at Arizona for grass and
planting, and do we feel our residents would adapt, the original conservancy plan which
includei the times you can water. Rob - we start the Enoch wells in April or May. Enoch 2
is really 3, we don;t have Enoch 2, it pumps 1 100 gallons a minute. we are bleeding into the
north system. We will then fire up Quichapa wells and then another Enoch well. We have
looked at another well to Enoch. The pipeline is small enough if we run both wells, the tank
will overflow before it pushes north, so we have a bypass. They are small wells, they pump
900 gallons per minute, the other I 100 gallons per minute. Jonathan - they don't pump as
muci sand. Rob - when we tum it on, we flush for 5 minutes, Quichapa it is 20-50 minutes.
Enoch is great, good and clean it is just the piping. Ryan - that is one of the things we will
miss when Robleaves. They can bleed from tank to tank, those are decision Rob looks at.
Phillips - you brought up the timing of the water use. I have a number of residents ask, why
jumped to
no watering after 8'J0 a-m. it is cooler at 9:00 a'm. than at 7:00 p.m. Rob - we
that for the elderly without sprinkler systerns, they said they didn't have enough time to water
Ryan

-
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before bedtime. Rob - my guys do all we can to keep water in the city. we deal with a lot
of pmple that want everything. We are losing Pup on Friday, that is a lot of knowledge
walking out the door.
where do we find new water sources and redundancy, those are things we need to
look at. Maybe redundancy first. Melling - have acquisition funds go to water and take as
little as possible from maintenance, but we could be 100 million that needs to be spent to
acquire the water needed in the future.
Ryan

-

on the Airport, the rates of flying out have about doubled. Hartley said we should
negotiate the times, we talked to them about the timing and what justifies, and it was more
what works for thern. The flights have changed since then. Nick - their biggest sticking point
was they didn't want to ovemight a plane here, but now they do so they may be willing to
talk about the timing. St. George had a flight from American that Sky West was managing,
and now American is managing it themselves and it kicked up in price. Several things are
happening in the industry because of COVID, American did take that route from SkyWest
and the other two airlines United and Delta have taken more control of the Gates at Salt Lake
lnternational, so it leaves less control from SkyWest. That affects the times which isn't the
best for us, it is hard to make connection flights. Going to the price of tickets, SkyWest
announced in their financial report that they will be a smaller airline when all is said and
done and they are cutting back on flights, this is because ofpilot shortages, they are training
to be 175 pilots that means less 50 passenger planes. Less offered will raise the rate. Mayor
- I had a tour with SUU yesterday. Nick - SUU is a growing flight school, fixed wing,
helicopter, maintenance also, it will be a great asset to our airport and community, I have
been working with Danny for new RFI's, having the mechanics some out makes Cedar City a
great place to expand. Mayor - how many students? Nick - it continues to grow, when I
started it was about 300 students, last year about 500 students, and now about 700 students. I
don't know of takeoff and landings, we just implanented an ADSB tracker to track those that
take off and land. Ryan - when someone complains we can look at who it was and how low.
Phillips - we have a lot of private planes also and it seems to be growing. Nick - we have a
lot more jets coming in. Smithfield Foods, and eye doctor out of Salt Lake, Staheli West,
Leavitt Group. Enplanement is passenger that pays a ticket, but they to count for operations.
Ryan - based on landings and take offwe are the 3d largest in the State. Nick - SUU has
added 4 helicopters since I came, about 24 helicopters and I 5 or 16 fixed wing. Nick - the
National Guard is interested in bringing halftheir wings here and will do a contract with the
FBO, they passed their inspection, I have been told they are coming. Ryan - last year they
talked about future build out.

Mayor

-

CATS has not grown; they are mvering 100% of grants for 34 years because of COVID.
thank you for putting consideration for ernployees at the forefront, I have 5 divisions
and we appreciate your support for those aspects. I appreciate that Parks and Rec is on the
radar, we need to have more parks, we have 15, 76 acres, 11 miles of trails and we are
behind. Fiddlers to the north and Armbrust to the south would help. We need to look at
Burgess property to the west, I feel it is a great place for soccer and flag football, it is flat. I
like the aspect that it provides and east ball park, a south and north, that would expand all
directions so people can't say they are getting short changed. Burgess needs to include
pavilions, restrooms and trees. It could be phased, but I think we need to seriously move that
Ken

-
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forward. You have been here since I came on, I appreciate your support. I started with
improving the venues and facilities, the Lake has gone from a dust bowl to something
outstanding and used. Shade structures brought tournaments to town; we have been full
every year. We are in a good place; we just need more. Indoor recreation is a huge need. If
you had to do Jen's scheduling it would drive you nuts. She gets bumped by the schools all
the time, so she is changing the schedule all the time. Our users are up in everything,
Aquatic Center, recreation, aren4 golt and I don't think it is going away, both community
and visitors. Scott at the arena is double in events scheduled this year. Ifyou want winter
events, we need heat in there. Horses are ok, it is the spectators. Ifyou want to move in that
direction you need to make improvements that are not that costly, we can get TRCC grant
money and private donerc. The arena has taken off. Phillips- the hospilality industry would
love that. Melling - also meeting peak demand, the hotels would appreciate more winter
activity. Summer is great, but it would be better to focus on the winter. Ken - Scott had
connections from where he came, and he needs equipment. He has motor cross, dances, etc.,
but we need to make improvernents. He has 2 weekends free all year, we are 20 weekends of
baseball, that is O&M on equipment and anployees. I am not an idle guy; I want things to
improve and move forward. I have 3 new division heads that are not idle folks either. We
appreciate everything that comes across the table to help us. It is an investment in the
community, sometimes a pricy one, but also brings quality of life to a level we want in Cedar
city. I personally I wouldn't let my kids to video games, it is a great aspect the community
needs and visitors, we have visitors in multi facets. People rave about the Golf Course and
the Aquatic center, people from Las vegas said they haven't seen an aquatic center o clean.
Melling - some things I hear is the city focuses on bringing too many from out of town and
not foriesidents. Is there a matrix we can do, a certain number ofhouses within a radius
then we need a small pmk? Ridge Road and Hillcrest Park which are great, but not a lot of
kids in that area, that changes as people age. It would be appropriate to look at that in the
General Plan, this area will be a city park, and allocate impact fee for that purchase. Paul how has that worked in the P&R Master Plan (MP)? Ken - it follows the MP and the impact
fee study. Cedar City is growing, if you look at the MP, the main thing was indoor
recreation. we have complexes, but they are available 6 months. what are we going to do?
Recreation is different for everyone, it could be 4-wheeler or side x side, we are trying to
provide different amenities, such a pickle ball which will be huge. we want different . ,
amenities. They will be for Jen, citywide for children and youth, I don't think she will have
enough time for all the interest. You also have to look at the cost after you cut the ribbon. I
urn oi fo. gy-r and parks. We have 8 full-time parks employees, you put than in charge of
parks trails, interchanges, banners and all the jobs they have. Two parks, 20 acres doesn't
scare me. The Little League Park is all community, we don't use it for toumaments or
anything. Phillips - does Little League pay anything? No. if they don't maintain we do.
ren goei to softball to play flag football. Riddle - when we have the baseball complex on the
east side, we have played a million times of every sport, when a toumament comes to town
don't you use those fields for the Rocky Mountain School ofBaseball? They bring some tix
revenue. There is nothing dumber than a sports parent, go to a toumament, they buy a shirt,
shoes, a new bat, no different for soccer, they spend a lot ofmoney, they go the convenience
store l0 times. Ken - we aren't trying to make money, we don't, but the money they spend
in town is huge. Riddle - it is minimal to thePizza Hut toumament in st. George costs
UHAA a lot of time to go down there. Ken - we are a cheap date, we know that. Another
concept, the arena may spend more money. I appreciate any direction you want to give.
During the budget you will see 3 parks and 3 trails. Melling - I think if we look at revising
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some of our RDO above a certain size or density it would help

if the City were

able to

commit in ordinance that we would provide a small 1 affe park, I don't know what the
numbers would look like, but it would enhance some of the largs projects. Mayor - not just
a park but a facility that helps Ken. Melling - or something smaller if it doesn't warrant.
Ken - our concem is the O&M, that is where Hillcrest and fudge come into play. Paul
O&M, the city has been very supportive of the Rotary Club to convert West Canyon to a
water feature, after they are done, the mechanical aspects will start to have problerns and the
O&M is a worry to our parks folks, so any help you can give us for less mechanical parts, it
may not be as fancy or eye popping but will save us on maintenance. The splash pad to the
north ofus is a maintenance headache. Melling - that is the biggest thing, if you provide a
playground with this much turf, we will maintain it if you put 400 units, or whatever the
parameter. I think it would be helpful if there is an assurance to the community. Ken - I set
in the peanut gallery in the back, and the concept that comes up is ifyou don't have a lawn
your kids have to go somewhere. Paul brings up a great point, Parks need to be included in
the talks, they are the one that has to take care of it. Phillips - as Ryan alluded to, we have to
make sure we are wise enough to say O&M is part of the project in terms of personnel, you
can't ask for it and have it happen.

-

Fire - I echo what they have said, we recognize you supporting our employees, without thern
we would have an empty fire station. Hartley said we have challenges with our recruit and
staff. We hire the fire fighters and train them, and they go to St. George, Las Vegas, Ogden,
etc., trying to keep thern here is a challenge. We don't have tumover with full-time staff like
Chief Adams does.

Exhibit "E" the front page and the last page of the report is what 1'ou need to pay attention to.
We couldn't do our job without the Water Department, we praise thern, they do an excellent
job providing water. ISO wants us to flush and inspect each hydrant twice a year, we do it
once a year. 70.88 puts us in the rating, we are .88 points in that class. Page 6 shows we are
in class E, the top 14% in the nation, we used to be in class 4.
The south end of town is where we are deficient, we are 5 miles from the main station at the
old dump. The new 48 Ranch or Shurtz Canyon, they are not within the 5 miles. In the
impact fee analysis said we would have the building up and runningby 2025. Melling - we
have an understanding we need a facility and equipment, but we probably need to have it
staffed? Mike - yes, especially if it is far from our volunteers, it will be expensive. We need
to rernember the partners will pay a portion, Enoch, Kanarraville and the County. Melling
equipment and staffing? Mike - they put money into capital. Our challenge is how to pay
for their portion of the buildings, bond for the buildings, how do we have our partners to pay
for their portion of buildings. Melling - could it be tracking expenses by jurisdiction, is it
30Yo over 3 years. I know the difficulty of tracking that. Mike - the County and Enoch were
getting a really good deal. Melling - I mean when we do get a call, of all calls, not the call in
the jurisdiction. Hartley - I don't think we should change the operation. Melling - have we
looked at the total of cost by time in jurisdiction. Phillips - that was the old model, we told
them we are an insurance policy, they also like to know, it used to be up and down. Cedar
City pays 597o of the operational costs. Mayor - the County and Enoch and Kanarraville are
ok to pay 397o of the operation, but if we increase by a million, are they willing to pay
$390,000. Paul - they said yes in an informal negotiation. Melling - do we spend 60% of
our calls in the City limits? Yes, especially with sprinkler systern and alarms. Phillips

-

-
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growth is not just happening in Cedar City, but in Enoch, the County and Kanarraville. Mike
- the County 's taxes went above Cedar City this year. Hartley - we aren't a legal file
district, but how do other fire districts do ttrat? Mike - they become their own taxable entity,
Cedar City would have a mernber, the County and Enoch each have a member and they go
get bonds, loans, liable for lawsuits, legal and financial pieces. I can go talk to Jason and
Tyler; a district would have to contract. Paul - a lot of cities thought that was a good idea
and they did that, and ifyou watch what happened with Unified Police and they have no
control, then they don't want to do it anymore. Phillips - 2016 you have about doubled your
call load from 478 to 882 last yem. Paul - do you have a breakdown on the types of calls?
Are there services we just don't provide anymore? If we show up for kittens in the tree
anymore, we shouldn't be. There should be limits on what we expect to do. Mike - the
biggest challenge is we are starting to have multiple calls at different locations. Friday, we
had two calls at the same time, neither needed extrication, we had a carbon monoxide call
and a fire hydrant call, the fire hydrant was for the water, but we did show up. A lot are false
alarms, food on the stove, but we are tracking the same type ofcalls since 1998 and this year.
Melling - would online reporting for non-emergency be any help? Mike - carbon monoxide
alarm will go off all day and they don't call until 4:00 a.m. Every business meeting, we
share with our volunteers, we could share those with you ifyou want.
Police - I want to reiterate the comments made with respect to putting employees first, since
2013 you can see the trend the Council has put forth, especially this past year, and it has
made a difference, so thank you.
Calls for service were 33,898, 651 per week 93 per day 3.88 calls per hour. 3,827 reports, not
all case notes. We have tried over the past 3 years, there are a lot ofthings we don't need to
writo a report. The CAD system where the calls to, they can put thonselves in route and
show on scene and then add notes. In that regard, it is 74 reports in a week 10 per day .5 per
hour. It is a challenge to get a real accurate picture of crime in a community, we try and do
the best we can. As we try to compile stats we are limited. Last year overall crime was
down, crime rate is important, take total number times by population 18.8 from 25.0 last
year. Back at the crime rate we are at a l0-year low, we hit a low in 2015, arson, violent
crime, etc. Melling - is there something to track that? Adams 2015 the population was
30,000,667 total crimes, up in 2016, population grew by about 1,000 from 667 to 875, that is
good news. We don't take credit; it is dependent upon the community. The only thing that
increased were robberies, we went from 2 to 3, arson from I to 2 and DUI from 41 to 66,
everything else went down. The County has grown as well as the City, our call rate more
than doubles any other agency. When do we make a decision to stop responding to certain
calls, that is a difficult decision. If you get in a wreck in a private parking lot, we won't take
care of that unless it is a higher damage or DUI. Some ofthe challenge is you don't know
until we get there. We have had an increased calls in mental health, suicidal, ifthey are
alone, we won't respond, when police respond it escalates and we see tragedy's, but we don't
know until we are there. We had a call yesterday from a wife of a suicidal man with a gun to
his head and we got his wife out and then an officer talked to him on the phone for 45
minutes and they he came out and we took him to the hospital to get the help he needed.
Growth, we have talked about a small satellite station at the new fire station' For reports,
based on cad, areas 11, 12, 9, everything west of the freeway we doubled the calls versus dog
town. Looking at where growth is moving it will increase more. Staffing, a few of you
talked about that. As we grow, we need more staffing. Population increased 9,272 residents,
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32Yo from2070 to 2021. 2010 we had 34 officers 1.17 offers per thousand citizens. One
the most popular is I officer per thousand residents, the other is quality of service we can

of

deliver, do we have enough officers to respond part of the challenge is train, training ours per
year, haffic, community outreach, helping residents, repo( writing, discretionary time is
more and more less, making proactive contacts. We can respond to a call, but to stay on
scene a little long to help problem solves is less and less. Provide level of service demanded
and the number of officers available. We have 42, our ratio is now 1.9, national is 1.6 we
will ask for more officers to address specific needs, school resource and task force. Hartley
are we fully staffed? Adams - we me in the final stages of Code Enforcement; he is in
American Fork. We have 3 at the academy that will graduate on March 10, and one will
graduate in April. Officer Tait left us we have one more interview to hire another from the
jail, and we will be testing next week for a new roster. Melling - you have seasonal
flexibility, are there options to have a serni-retired officers work for 6 months, are there
options like that? Adams - you look at calls in the last two months and it isn't summer. Part
is do they want to work in summer, and are they certified. Melling - additional 24 with 2
fulltime and split for the other two.

-

Danny - it has been nice to hear our visions and the comments about departments. Cedar
City Iron County Economic Development is the only department in the State that we have
events and PIO person and I think it is a good thing for us, it helps in the departrnent. We
were fortunate to find the amazing employees we have, especially with the workforce
shortage. We are fortunate to have Gabrielle, the departments are positive about the new
position, and the events director. You requested that Gabbie be here. Phillips -who is
responsible for the City's website? Danny - like many things in the city didn't have a place,
so years ago it didn't have a place, so it fell on us. Megan and Gabbie both do that. Civic
Plus is easiest enough and Gabbie is working with the departrnents on that. Phillips - it's a
good place to educate our community and we want to stay up on it' I also see the change in
design in the newsletter and I congrahrlate this. I hear departrnents say the Gabbie is doing
this. Gabbie - there is so much I am trying to learn, and the departrnent have been selfreliant. I bring different ideas, they want to know what they can do different, streamline, take
old things down, it has been great working with different deparhnents. We have talked about
water rate increase to educate. Phillips - that is exactly what we were hoping. We want to be
transparent. We also want a positive spin on good things. Mayor - can you share with us
some ofyour thoughts. Gabbie - I am trying to leam what already exists, we have a wide
range of ages and demographics, and I am trying to find that out without contracting that out'
A lot of departrnents say rec communicates with their customers different that Danny does
with business. I would like to build a data base ofthe city in general. Such as a major
flooding, how do we reach thern not only doing it on social media. Trying to streamline
platforms and not take away from P&R and how they communicate but streamline the
different ways people communicate. Also, my passion is video editing, so doing more video
on our website. You talked about Code Enforcement, do a Qr code, etc. thsre are a lot of
little things that I am passionate about. Cedar City is my oyster, I am excited to be here and
be an open book to council, staff and deparhnents. The Mayor's Newsletter was my first
collaborative thing. I am happy and open to new ideas. Melling - do you do things on the
website, about a year ago I had people reach out on old minutes, I went back and that has
been remedied. I feel like City ordinances are hard to find and search and that could lend
ourselves to better transparency. One thing that came up repeatedly, we use a lot of sticks
instead of carrots, maybe, depending on the feedback you are getting, look at boost in
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peoples ego when they do good things, clean up, improvement project, sorD@ne converted to
water wise landscaping. Any recommendations you have would be appreciated. Gabbie
that is good to build trust in local govemmsnt, if you are asking for more funding etc. Our
staffis humble to their fault, a big water break, I want pictures and they were too busy to do
that. When something comes up, I want thern to be positive. Phillips - a video of young
recruits cleaning the parking structure and training, Danny with the Chofr people also.

-

Danny - a few things brought up, importance ofhigher wages, that was the first thing
brought to my attention was the gap, Iron County was about 70% of the State, the gap now is
6702, so we are working on different strategies to do that. Recent announcernent of
manufacturers coming, they ernploy I of 10, so mfg. is our bread and butter and helping the
manufacturers, already here. Genpak is on the 5ft expansion, GAF has expanded 3 times,
Charlotte Pipe has expanded 3 times, we have a local Manufacturers Association, and it is a
great enerry when they come together. They are creating great jobs' Craig mentioned the
importance oftechnology, his program is taking pressure offmyjob also. The goal is tohelp
with the retention of higher paying employment. Rernote working, Craig and I have stewed
about how to identifu them. Our rail is a trernendous asset, my position was created when
the closure of the Iron Mine, we went from one of the wealthiest to one of the poorest
counties in a short time. SUU Aerospace technician has caught the eye ofa lot from the
state, one I have been texting back and forth today. we have wonderful assets, rail freeway
and air. Downtown development is exceptionally important, the health of our community is
judged by our downtown. State of Utah announced they are a part of Main Street USA' we
are active in that in a tier 2 which means we can qualifu for a grant, we were awarded
$30,000 to build out programs towards downtown. We have the rural county program, we
got $79,000 to help with trees and grates. We applied for a competitive gmnt and got
project with the
SIOO,OOO tor ptrase I of historic electrical upgrade, this will help the
construction of a new hotel. Something brand new, Port 15 Industrial Park, a great resource'
north and west ofPort l5 we have a new rail industrial park, Commerce Crossroads Logistics
Park 784, BBI antl Ralline Steel are drawing up plans for their own needs and bring in other
businesses. It is outside city limits, we will have discussion on annexation, there are
infiastructure needs, sewer from 1600 to that park. There is water there with the Water
conservancy District. we may need to look at creative ways to fund that. It has been a few
years with covlD, I am scheduling a re-familiarization with EDC utah, the Govemor's
bffice of Economic Opportunity and World Trade Center Utah to see what is happening.
phillips - any updates on the opporhrnity zone? Danny - we had a specialist from the State
last week. The program has not changed, but they created a better toolbox to help investors,
especially to rural Utah. We have all the property in Iron County, but investors want a
shovel ready project. Some looking at the Nelson project and some in the downtown and
some in the industrial area.

we do appreciate the support the staff has been given. We have seen councils give
great lip service ind tongue lashings and those that have supported them, and we appreciate
th" rrrppo.t. The capital plan on the LED lights, I got a message from Jason, the ligltts are to
changi out lighting fixtures that are outdated in the Heritage center and we hope the first ofa
muttiple yearplan. The Library and Theatre are about the same age, 19 years for the Library
nd itoit Zt-iZ years with the Theatre, we have replaced a portion of the roof at Heritage,
and the boilers in both. The roof for the Library will probably be coming. Thank you for the
support you have given us in the budget. we got about 40% when I first started, we are up to
Steve

-
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about 60% when compared to other libraries. Melling - that is why we need to look at land
use in the downtown, get more people living by the library. Phillips - is it materials? Steve
- I can get you the information on all of it. The nice thing about the Library you gogoto
to the
Council if you want something changed, the PD because something happened, you
year
the
door.
through
Library because you want to be there. We get over 200,000 visitors a
A few years ago, I called the Golf Course and S(fU sporting evarts, and we doubled their
numbers. I am guessing we are still in that area. We have sustainable programs, 6 story times
for children a week, we run 7 but SUU is in session. We have an art program. We will run
the Banana Split Book Club this year. We were a little worried about it, the mayor said we
can make it better if we run it during the summer. Sumer reading, we have for all ages. We
have to pass the long-term plan and for the coming years it mandates focus groups to come in
and we set down and find how we are meeting your needs or not, for teens, elderly, etc.
currently we are reviewing our intemet use policy and I think the Board will pass that in

Marcll we have a good one and it is adequate, it must conform with State and Federal law,
filtering and when we remove the filter. Coming down the pike is a request for another fulltime person at the Theatre. Theater bookings are up again to about pre covid levels, the
attendees are not. He continues to book good things, maybe we need to help him, some
events are not high audience performances, sometimes they pick plays that don't pull big
audiences. South Pacific will draw more tickets than Dracula. Today we have been talking a
lot about water, storm drains and issues oflife, with theaters and libraries we are dealing with
quality of life. When people look at communities, they look at libraries and cemeteries that
exhibit a quality of life, and not just make a living. You have the ear of the community,
hopefully the Library Board does also. We need to know what you are hearing and plan in
the long range and incorporate what people want. The library houses more e-material than
fiscal materials, but physical material outweighs the e-materials in check outs. Lay it on the
table, nothing that shouldn't be there, some may be taken offthe table, but we should discuss
everything. Phillips - has the whole nationwide idea of taking books off the shelf happated
here. Steve - no, we have people that want us to take books offthe shelf. We are dealing
with a challenge, we have never been through a formal challenge, in the old library we had a
poetry written by inner city kids that talked about sex and drugs, no formal challenge. We
had one that said it should be on the adult side. For a formal challenge they write a one-page
letter, I read the book, I respond in 1 page, ifthey don't like it they respond to the Board
they don't like it then it goes to Court. Phillips - the only negative thing I have heard, some
people say they are intimidated because ofthe characters that hang outside the library, and I
know you are aware of that. Steve - in many cases the residents create more of the problem
than the homeless. They must leave the shelter at a certain time, and they know ifthey are
tespassed at the library, they will not have a place to go. They sometimes don't smell good;
the officers do respond well when called.

if

Councilmember Isom moved to adjoum at 5:00 p.m.; second by
Councilmernber Hartley; vote unanimous.
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R enon Savage, MMC
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CEDAR CITY STRATEGIC PLAN
Adopted August 26, 2015
Amended March 11, 2020 and March 10, 2021

MISSION

is

rich heritage by being responsible stewards of community
asse,ts. The City staff and elected officials will provide innovative, reliablg efficient, transpar€ot, and
courteous services as we firlfill our responsibilities with dipity and respect to our citizens, neighbon, and
Cedar City is dedicated to building on

visiton.

VISION
Cedar City

will

be known for its safe, frieudly atrnosphere, educational and cultural opportrnities,

sustailable and strong neighborhoods, recreational surroundings and economic opportunities allowing
individuals, fumilies, and businesses to prosper.

VALUES
Resoect: We aclnowledge lhe diverse contributions and needs of all members of our community.
We seek involvement among all peoplc fouoded on coufteous opeo discourse with mutual
respect given to all opinions, and where relationships are prioritized above differeoces.

Q[$:

@g11!9!!p:Weprudentlyandefficientlymanageourfacilities,alongwithfinancialandhuman
resources, while promoting a safe, sustainable environment.

Inteqritv: We foster the highest ethical standards in our decisions and actions'

rnnovatiq: We seek and encourage new ways of thinking to improve

methods for providing desircd

services now and in the future.

@i!y:

We design and provide services and facilities that enhance a safe, family-friendly atmosphere for

all.
We foster atr active, service-oriented spirit where our residents can generously give
their time, talents, and resources for the betterment of our cornmunity'

114:

$gSg: We actively work to ersure a safe environment for our visitorc

and resid€nts to live and

of

work

Accessible: We seek to be available, respectfr , and courteous to our r€sidents, while providitrg consisteot
and

upto{ate information from our City officials.

STRATEGIC GOALS
Encourage Wise Economic Groh,th
a

a

Continue to actively recruit businesses and clean industry that strengthens the economic wellbeing of our residents and are conducive to sustaining our quality of life.
Promote high paying jobs to diminish the City's wage gap that are tailored to our resources and
residences.

Support current businesses while fiuther promoting business-friendly policies through proactive
cornnunication and education.
Build on partnerships betwean the City, businesses, industries, religious organizations and
educational institutions.

Further expand zupport services and online information for relocation and conducting business
in Cedar City.
Continue to enhance, market, and promote our community and the numerous cultural, tourism,
festival, educational, and went opportunities that we offer.
Enhance Citizens' Oualitv of Life

o

Encourage City-wide beautification and personal accountability in neighborhoods and business
arealt.

o
o
.
o
.
o

Continue developing and promoting educational, recreational, cultural, artistic and historical
endeavors for residents and visitors.
Review and promote the City's Emergency Response Plan periodically.
Encounge public./privatdreligious/civic partnerships for community services.
Promote economically sustainable practices to maintain valued resources.
Improve transparencn accountability, and communication between the city officials, staffand
our citizens.

Continue to provide quality public-safety services that are responsive to community needs.

Intprove Public

o
.
o
o
o
.

lttfrastructure

Continue to follow our infrastructure master plans and infrastructure maintenance programs and
rcgularly review and revise said planVprograms.

Erplore altemative methods for providing the best public infrastructure, including using
sustainable g'owth to maximize current resources and by being more ADA accessible and by
promoting active transportation.
Seek mahods and partnerships to stabilize the local water aquifer includirg, but not limited to,
water conservation, surface water storage, and additional water resouce development.

Efiectively use City development plans and codes.
Develop long-term facilities and vehicle fleet maintenance programs.
Encourage development ofcompetitive broadband options from multiple private providen at
affordable price points to the benefit ofboth residents and businesses.

Ensure Financial Securitv

o
.

Maintain

a healthy bond rating and prudent debt levels.

Strengthen the business community to enhance sales tax revenue while exploring other revenue
sources.

o

Maintain

a

City service rate structure that reflects efficient operations, replacement needs, and

future expansion.

.
o
o
o

Explore additional methods to provide a more effrcient Cedar City service delivery system.
Continue prudent frrancial budgeting practices.
Establish a long-term maintenance and replacement schedule of Cedar City Corporation assets.
Follow the practice ofprioritizing the building and maintaining offacilities that our community
can financially sustain.

Fo ste r C ommunit! En gagem
a

a

a

ent

Continue to provide and expaod programs which involve and integrate Public Safety and City
Officials into our community.
Further promote and foster numerous volunteer opportunities available in our community as a
way to provide additional services to our residents.
Enhance and foster the public/private relationship in our community for better communication
and service delivery.
Residents and Property Owners are to take personal responsibility in their neighborhoods and
businesses by understanding and maintaining code compliance.
Promote opportunities for neighbors to serve each other in an effort to maintain personal
property and to create and maintain positive relationships.
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CEDAR CITY PUBLIC WORKS
MrsqroN STATE!,EiII,

"PROWDE CEDAR Cm AND THE SURROUNDTNG
PUBUC AMENmES AND SERVICES rO ENHANCE rHE
QUAryTY OF UFE. lN ORDER TO ACCONPLISH THIS. OUR E|t|PLOYEES ARE

col.fvuNm wDH

COMMITTT TO EFFICIEM SAFE RESPONSIVE AND COURTEOUS SERV]CE AT
ALL fiMES,'

(
A
1

kt

STREETTSTORM DRAIN/SOLID WASTE

DIVISION
. srAnsTrgAl

6
rN FORMATION :

.

161.5 mile9 of paved roadway; 9.5 miles other

.

252.2 mileJ of sidewalk

I

1,585 streetlights

r 50 miles of storm drain & 8.8

.

l(h

miles of irrigation system

Over 9,000 residential trash cans emptied per week

e

2

1

2/2s12022

STREET/STORM DRAIN/SOLID WASTE
b

d

DIVISION
r

Retention Basins
y' Green's Lake #1

V Green's l-ake #2

V Green's Lake #3

V stephen's Catryon Nordr

V stephent canyon South

V stephen's canyon Lower

V Cross Hollow Basin

V Airport #1

V Airport #2

V Dry Canyon

V Fiddler's canyon

V Cedar Highlands

''./

V l,lTI Recharge Basins

Old Farm Sediment Pond

V Hunter Glenn Sediment Pond

3

STREEI/STORM DRAIN/SOLID WASTE
DIVISION
.

A

Growth of the city and complexity of development

. Subcontractors overloaded

in town; concrete specifically having a

hard time getting anyone to do it

.

Reconstruction versus chip seal of roads

. Garbage pickup has gone from
. Storm drain investment

3 full runs to 4 full runs per day

/\
4

2

2l2s/2022

WASTEVVATER TREATMENT

t

& COLLECTION

DIVISION

)
o

[]\
. STATISTI(AL INFORMATTON
. Over 250 nliles of sewer line

:

I

r

Over 4,000 sewer manholes

I

5 Active Lift Stations

Interchange
y' Hunter Glenn

V South

y' Westview

y' Cedar Meadows

y' Rancho Bonita

?
5

\

WASTEWATER TREATMENT & COLLECTION

DIVISION
.

d

9,005 Activf sewer @nnections in Cedar Cty

. 745 Actlve lewer connections in lron County
. 17 Industrial permitted connections; 320 food establishments
l

with grease

interceptors; 48 auto establishments with sand and oil separators

. Treatment plant is designed to handle 4.8 million
. Average influent is 3.0 million gallons per day

gallons per day

o
5

L

212s12022

WASTEWATER TREATMENT & COLLECTION

DIVISION
.

o

Current plant is in good shape; current plant capacity is good through
2035, but is based on area growth

. Aging collection system - consider repair and replacement cost of old
system and systems in questionable soil areas

.

/

25-30o/o of collection system below par on inspection list

r
c

?
7

/)

l[(}r WATER DIVISION

o

. STATISTICAL INFORMATION :
. 9,401 Water connections in Cedar
. 242.2 miles of pipeline

City

r

3 springs systems: Cedar Canyon; Shurtz Canyon; Quichapa Canyon

.

11 Storage tanks with a capacity

of 19,602,284 gallons

. Lake at the Hills has a capacity of 32.2 million gallons for irrigation
. Golf course pond has a capacity of 1 million gallons for irrigation

)/

?

8

2

2/2s/2022

\

b

WATER DIVISION
.

Culinary wqls and depth:
V Enoch #1 =1875
V Quichapa

ft.

,/

#3 = 697 ft.

V quicnapa #7

.

/

=

1,020

Etrt'It #2 = 1,030

ft.

y' Quictrapa #1 = 980 ft.

V Quic't|apa #5 = 1,005 ft. V Quir*npa #6 = 604 ft.
y' Quichapa #8 = 960 ft.

ft.

2020 Water Report showed delivery of 9,757 acre-feet of culinary water, or
3,181 million gallons

a
9

I
WATER IDIVISION
.

o

Repair of fging infmstructure

. Configure water system for future growth
. Water rights costs versus maintenance costs

. Future water concerns - aquifer and redundancy
. Focused on development of water - careful not to lose site of other
supporti ng infrastructure

o
10

3
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AIRPORT DIVISION

o

. STANSTICAL INFORMATION :
. Runway 2l2O = 8,653 feet x 150 feet
! Runway 8126 = 4,822 feet x 6 feet
. 3 taxiways, 6 taxiway connectors, 2 taxi lanes, 3 aircraft ramps
. 6 Y2 miles of perimeter fence
. Essential Air Service - SkyWest - 14 flights out of the airport per week

'

12,908 enplanements in 2021

t/

//

?

11

AIRPORT DMSION
.

NOTABLE PROJECTS

-

o

COMPTETED

r Runway Recoflstrutur 2120 & 8126
. Replaced Runway Lights & Airport Siqnage
. Replaced Instrument Approadl Lighting & Musted the Approach Path
. Added additional Snow Broom
. Reconstructed Taxaways Chariie and Charlie 1
. Seal Coat on East Ramp, Vehicle Access Road to Fuel Farm and Parking Lot at the cnd oF K tty
Hawk Drive

I

.

Replaced Lrghtrng ln Front of Termrnal Building

72

4

212sl2022

b

AIRPOR]T DIVISION

6

)

.

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN

2022
.

I

Seal Terminal &IGL/FBO Aprons

$20,000)
.
.

I

-

Estimated Cod $308,000 (Grar* $273,600 Local $14,400 Ineligible Porhon

I
I

update ALP Wllarratrve Report
vIR Tower/ADSB Tracking

-

Estimated Co6t $615,659 (Grant $584,876 Local $30,783)

- Himated Cost $13,333

(Grant $12,000 Lo€al $1,333)

2023

.
.
.

Acquire ARFF Vehicle

-

Estimated Cost $900,000 (Grant $855,000 Local $45,000)

Acquire ARFF Anciliary Equrpment

Sea Taxryray Char|e

-

-

Estrmated Cost 950.000 (Grant $47,500 Local s2,5001

Estrnrated Cost S300,000 (Grant $285,000 Local S15,0001

o
13

\

AIRPOHT DIVISION
2024
.

.

E

I
I

Construct Sn4w Remolrdl Buildirq 4 bay (SRE)
Local $100,000 Inetgible Portion $100,000)

-

Estitnated Co* $2,100,000 (Gmnt $1,900,000

i

Pavement Pr*ervaBon Runway 8/25

-

Estimated Cost $183,333 (Grant $165.000 Local $18,333)

2025

.

Reconstruction Parallel Taxiway Alpha

-

Estimated Cost $9,526,316 (Grant $9,050,000 Local

s476,316)

.

Reconstruct lbrallelTaxiway Alpha
s31,579)

Lighting

Estimated Cost s631,579 (Grant !600,000 Loca

L4

5

2/2s/2022

AIRPORT DIVISION

o

?026

.
.

Seal Runway 2/20

-

Estimated Co* $526,316 (Grant $500,000 Local 926,316)

Reconstruct East General Aviation (GA) Apron

-

Phase

I Design - Estimated Cost $576,316 (Grant

$500,000 Local 926,316 FAA Ineligibh Portion $50,000)
2027

.

Reconstruction East Generdl Aviation (GA) Apron - Phase II Construction
s4,786,842 (Grant $4,500,000 Local $236,842 Ineligible Portion S50,000)

-

Estimated Cost

a
15

A

AIRPORT DIVISION

J

2028

r
r

Reconslruct Taxiway Charlie
Re€onstruct Taxiway

$arlie

Phase

I

Desiqn

-

Ljghtjng

-

Phase

I Deiqn -

-

II Consfuction

-

ESimated

Cd

$631,579 (Grant 600,000 Local $31,579)

Estimated Cost $105,263 (Grant 100,000 Local

$s,263)
2029

.

Reconstruct Taxiway Charlie

Phase

-

Estimated Cost $4,000,000 (Grant 3,800,000 Lo.a

s200,000)

.

Reconstruct Taxiway Charlie Lighting

-

Phase

II

Construchon

-

Esbmated Cost S789,47.1(Gran! 750,000

La.a s39,171)

o
16

6
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)

AIRPORIT DIVISION
2030
.
.
.

I
I

Seal Runway 2ip0

-

EstirEbd

I

seal %rdllel T4iway Alpha

-

Cd

+d

GTy'FBO Apron

(ffi i5m,m bcal $26,316)
Co6t f316,781, (tu 300,m0 Local $15,789)

S526,316

EstiflEEd

I

Seal Terminal

o

- E$irnaH

Co6t $340,74) (Grart $300,000 Lo€al $15,789 Inellgrble

Portrons $25,0d0)
2031

r

.

(

Construct Taxir4ay - Westside Development
531 5,789 Ineligible Portron $315,7789)

-

Estimated Cost $6,631,579 (Grant 56,000,000 Lo.a

Construct Apfll- westside Development Eshmated Cost $3,263,158 (Grant s3,000,000 Local s157,8!15
lne qrble Port ons 5105,263)

77
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Public Protection Classification
(PPGo)

Summary Report

Cedar City FPSA

UTAH
Prepared by

Insurance Services Office, lnc.
1000 Bishops Gate Blvd., Ste. 300
P.O. Box 5404
Mt. Laurel, New Jersey 08054-5404
1-800-4444554

27,2021
Effective Apri! 1, 2022

Report Created December

PPC is a registered t-ademark oflnsurance Sewices Office, Inc.

Background lnformation
!ntroductlon
lso collecls and evaluates information from communities in the United states on their strudure
fire suppression capabilities. The data is anaryzed using our Fire suppression Rating schedule
(FSRS) and then a Public Protection classification (ppco) grade is assigned to the community.
The surveys are conduc{ed whenever it appears that there is a possibility ofa ppc change. As
such, the PPc program provides imporbnt, upto{ate information about fire protiction
services throughout the country.

The FSRS recognizes fire protedion features only as they relate to suppression of first alarm
struc{ure fires. ln many @mmunities, fire suppression may be only a small part of the fire
departments overall responsibility. lso recognizes the dynamic and comprehensive duties of
a community's fire service, and understands the complex decisions a community must make
in planning and delivering emergency services. However, in developing a community's ppc
grade, only features related to reducing property losses fiom structuril fires are evaluated.
Mutiple alarms, simuftaneous incidents and life safety are not considered in this evaluation.
The PPC program evaluates the fire protection for small to average size buildings. specific
propedes with a Needed Fire Flow in excess of 3,500 gpm are Lvaluated separateiy and
assigned an individual PPC grade.

A community's investment in fire mitigation is a proven and reliable predictor of f.rture fire
losses. statistical data on insurance losses bears out the relationship between excellent fire
protection - as measured by the PPc program and low fire losses. so, insurance companies
use PPC information for marketing, underwriting, and to help establish fair premiums for
homeov/ners and commercial fire insurance. ln general, the price of fire insurance in a
community with a good PPC grade is substantially lower than in a community with a poor ppc

grade, assuming all other factors are equal.

ISO is an independent company that serves insurance companies, mmmunities, fire

departm€nts, insurance regulators, and others by providing information about risk. lso's expert
staff collecls information about municipal fire suppression efforts in communities throughout
the United states. ln each of those communities, lso analyzes the relevant data and asiigns

a PPC grade

-

a number from

1

to 10. Class 1 represents an exemplary fire suppression
lso,s

pro{,ram, and class 10 indicates that the area's fire suppression program does not meet
minimum criteria.

lso's PPC program evaluates communities according to a uniform set of criteria, incorporating
nationally recognized standards developed by the National Fire protec{ion Association-and the
American Water Works Association. A community's ppC grade depends on:

>
)

Needed Fire Flows, wtrich are representative buiHing locations used to determine the
theoretjcal amount of watef necessary for fire suppression purposes.

Emergency Communications, induding emergenry reporting, telecommunicators,
and dispatching systems.

>
>

Fire Departsnent including equipment, staffing, training, geographic disfibution of fire
companies, operational consideradons, and community risk reduction.

Water Supply, including inspection and flow testing of hydrants, altemative water
supply operations, and a careful evaluation of the amount of available water compared
with the amount needed to suppress fires up to 3,500 gpm.

PPC is a regisered tr.ademark of [nsurance Services Office, Inc.

page

I

Data Go[ectirn and Analyshr
ISO has evaluated and classifed over 39,000 fire protection areas across the United States
using its FSRS. A combination of meetings between trained ISO field representatives and the

dispatch center coordinator, mmmunity fire official, and water superintendent is used in
conjunction with a comprehensive questionnaire to collect the data necessary to determine the
PPC grade. ln order for a community to obtain a grade better than a Class g, three elements
of fire suppression features are reviewed. These three elements are Emergency
Communications, Fire Department, and Water Supply.
A review of the Emergency Communications accounts for 10% of the total classif cation. This
section is weighted at '10 points, as follows:

.
.
.

Emergency Reporting

3 points

Telecommunicators

4 points

Dispatcfi Circuits

3 points

A review ofthe Fire Department accounts for 50% of the total classification. ISO focuses on
a fire departrnent's first alarm response and initial aftack to minimize potential loss. The fire
departrnent section is weighted at 50 points, as follows:

. Engine Companies
6 points
o Reserve Pumpers
0.5 points
. Pump Capacrty
3 points
. Ladder/Service Companies 4 points
. Reserve Ladder/S€rvice Trucks 0.5 points
. Deployment Analysis
10 points
. Company Personnel
15 points
o Training
I points
. Operational considerauons 2 points
. Community Risk Reduction 5.5 points (in addition to the 50 points above)
A reviery of the Water Supply system accounts for 40% of the total classffication. ISO revievvs
the water supply a community uses to determine the adequacy for fire suppression purposes.
The water supply system is weighted at 40 points, as follows:

.
.
.

Credit for Supply

System

Hydrant Size, Type &

30 points

lnstallation

3 points

lnspeciion & Flow Testing of Hydrants 7 points

PPC is a registered t-ademark of Insurance Services Offrce, Inc
Page 2

There is one additional factor considered in calculating the final score

-

Divergence.

Even the best fire department will be less than fully efiective if it has an inadequate water
supply. Similarty, even a superior water supply will be less than fully efiective if the fire
department lacks the equipment or personnel to use the water. The FSRS score is subiect to
modification by a divergence faclor, rvhich recognzes disparity between the efiectiveness of
the fire department and the water supply.

The Divergence fuctor mathematjcally reduces the score based upon the relative difference
between the fire departrnent and water supply scores. The factor is introduced in the final
equation.

PPC Grade
The PPC grade assigned to the community will depend on the community's score on a
loGpoint scale:
PP c

Points

1

90.00 or more

2

80.00 to 89.99

3

70.00 to 79.99

4

60.00 to 69.99
50.00 to 59.99

5

8

40.00 to 49.99
30.00 to 39.99
20.00 to 29.99

I

10.00 to 19.99

10

0.00 to 9.99

t)

7

The classification numbers are interpreted as follows:

.

Class

.

Class 88 is a special classification that recognizes a superior level of fire protection

1 through (and including) Class 8 represents a fire suppression system that
includes an FSRS creditable dispatch center, fire department, and water supply.

in otheMise Class 9 areas. lt is designed to represent a fire protection delivery
system that is superior except for a lack of a water supply system capable ofthe
minimum FSRS fire flovr/ criteria of 250 gpm for 2 hours.

o

Class 9 is a fire suppression system that includes a creditable dispatch center, fire

department but no FSRS creditable water suppty.

.

Class 10 does not meet minimum FSRS criteria for recognition, including areas
that are beyond five road miles of a recognized fire station.

PPC is a registered trademark ofhsurance Serviccs Oftice, Inc
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New PPC prognam changes e{fective July 1r2O14
We have revised the PPC program to capture the effecls ofenhanced fire protection
capabilities that reduce fire loss and fire severity in Split Class 9 and Split Class 88 areas (as
ouflined below). This new structure benefts the fire service, community, and property owner.
New classifications
Through ongoing research and loss experience analysis, we identified additional
differentiation in fire loss experience within our PPC program, which resulted in he revised
classifications. We based the differing fire loss experience on the fire suppression capabilities
of each community. The new PPC classes will improve the predictive value for insurers while
benefiting both commercial and residential property owners. Here are the new classifications
and what they mean.

Split class ifications
When we develop a split classification for a community
for example 5/9
the first number
is the dass that applies to properties within 5 road miles of the responding fire station and
1,000 feet of a creditable water supply, such as a fire hydrant, suction point, or dry hydranl
The second number is the class that applies to properties within 5 road miles of a fire station
burt beyond 1 ,000 feet of a creditable water supply. We have revised the classification to
reflect more precisely the risk of loss in a community, replacing Class g and 88 in the second
part of a split classification with revised designations.

-

Whafs changed with the new classifications?
We've published the ne\,v classifications as "X" and
the split classification, respectively. For example:

Y-

-

formerly the "9" and ,'88,' portion of

A community currently displayed as a split 6/9 classification will now be a split 6/6X
classification; with the "6X" denoting what was formerly classified as "9".
Similarly, a community currently graded as a split 6/88 classification will now be a split
6/6Y classification, the "6Y" denoting what was formerly classified as "8B".
Communities graded with single "9' or'88' classifications will remain intact.

Prior

New

Clssitication Classification
rle
tl tx
2le
42x

Prior

New
Classificetion Class ification
1/88

urY

2l88

2l2v
313\

3le

311X

3/88

!le

4/qx

nlaa

sle

sl5x

5IEB

5ls\

6le

616X

6/E8

616\

7le

l7x

7l8B

7ftY

8le

8/8X

8/88

8/8Y

9

9

8S

8B

PPC is a regisercd trademark of lnsurance Services Office, Inc
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Whafs changed?
As you can see, we're still maintaining split classes, but it's how we represent them to
insurers that's changed. The new designations reflect a reduction in fre severity and loss and
have the potential to reduce property insurance premiums.

Benefits of the revised split class designations
To the fire service, the revised designations identify enhanced fire suppression
capabilities used throughout the fire protection area
To the community, the new classes reward a community's fire suppression efforts by
showing a more reflective designation
To the individual property owner, the revisions offer the potential for decreased property
insurance premiums
New water class
Our data abo shows that risks located more than 5 but less than 7 road miles from a
responding fire station with a creditable water source within 1,000 feet had befrer loss
experience than those farther than 5 road miles from a responding fire s{ation with no
creditable water source. We've infoduced a new classification
to recognize the
-10W
reduced loss potential of such properties.

-

Whats changed with Class {0W?
Class 10W is property-specffic. Not all properties in the +to-7flile area around the
responding fire station will qualiry. The difierence between Class 10 and 10W is hat the
1ow{raded risk or property is within 1 ,000 feet of a creditable water supply. Creditable water
supplies include fire protedion systems using hauled water in any of the split classification
areas.

Whafs the benefrt of Class 10W?
10W gives credit to risks within 5 to 7 road miles of the responding fire station and within
1 ,000 feet of a creditable water suppty. That's reflective of the potential for reduced property
insurance premiums.

What does the fire chief have to do?
Fire chiefs don't have to do anything at all. The revised classifications went in place
automatically efiec{ive JUV 1 , 2O'14 (July 1 , 2015 for Texas).
What if I have additional questions?
Feel free to contact ISO at 800.444.4554 or email us at PPc-Cust-Serv@iso.com

PPC is a rEgistered trademark of lnsurance Services Office, tnc
page 5

Distribution of PPC Grades
fhe 2020 published countrywide distribution

of communities by the ppc grade is as

follows:

Countrywide

't0,000
0.000

9,041

t,000
,.000

6.921

t.000

6,642

5.89'

0,000
5.000
4,000
3,000
2,000

3.581
2,736
1,729

t.,479

388

a23

1,O17

o

Clas! Clats Cl3lt Claas

123a567888910

Cl.tt

Clas! Cla3t Cla3s Clas! Clat! Ctrsr

Assistance
The PPC program ofiers help to communities, fire departments, and other public officials as
they plan for, budget, and justity improvements. ISO is also available to assist in the
understanding of the details of this evaluation.

The PPC program representatives can be reached by telephone at (g00) z144-4554. 16"

technical specialists at this telephone number have access to the details of this evaluation and
can effectively speak with you about your questions regarding the ppC program. Whats more,
we can be reached via the intemet at wvw.isomitioation.com/talk/.

we also have a website dedicated to our community Haz ard Miugation classification programs
at www.isomitioation.com. Here, fire chiefr, building code officials, community leaders and
other interested citizens can acces a wealth of data describing the criteria used in evaluating
how cities and towns are protecting residents from fire and other natural hazards. This websit6

will allow you to leam more about the PPC program. The website provides important

background information, insights about the PPC grading processes and technical documents.
lso is also pleased to ofier Fire chieft online a special, secured website with information
and features that can help improve your PPc grade, inctuding a list of he Needed Fire Flows
for all the commercial occupancies lso has on file for your community. Msitors to the site can
download information, see statistical results and also contact ISO for assistance.

-

ln addition, on-line access to the FSRS and its commentaries is available to registered
customers for a fee. However, fire chiefs and community chief administrative offcials aie given
access privileges to this information wi$out charge.
To become a registered fire chief or community chief administrative offcial, register
www.isomitiqation.com.

PPG Review
PPC is a registered t-ademark oflnsurance Services Office. Inc.
Page 5

at

ISO concluded its review of the fire suppression features being provided for Cedar City FpSA.

The resufting community classification is Class 03/3X.
lf the dassification is a single class, the classificatjon applies to properties wih a Needed Fire
Flow of 3,500 gpm or less in the community. lf the classification is a split class (e.g., 6fiX):

)
)
>

)
)
>

The first class (e.9., "6" in a 6XX) applies to properties within S road miles of a
recognized fire station and within 1,000 feet of a fire hydrant or altemate water supply.
The second class (XX or XY) applies to properties beyond 1 ,000 feet of a fire hydrant
but within 5 road miles of a recognized fire station.
Aftemative Water Supply: The first class (e.9., "6' in a 6/'10) applies to properties within
5 road miles of a recognized fire station with no hydrant distance requirement.

Class 10 applies to properties over 5 road miles of a recognized fire station.
Class 10W applies to properties within 5 to 7 road miles of a recognzed fire statjon witrt
a recognized water supply within 1,000 feet.

Specifc properties with a Needed Fire Flow in excess of 3,500 gpm are evaluated
separately and assigned an indMdual dassification.
Eamed
Credit

FSRS Feature

Credit
Available

Emergency Communications
414. Credit for Emergency Reporting
422. Crcdit for Telecommunicators
432. Credit for Dispatch Circuib

3.00

.,

3.m

4

1.95

3

440. Cr€dit for Emergenc, Communications

8.1s

10

6.00

6
0.50
3

Fire Oepartment
513.
523.
532.
549.
553.
561.
571.
581.
730.

Credit frcr Engine Companies
Credit for Reserve Pumpers
Cedit for Pump Capacity
CEdit for Ladder SeMce
CEdit for Rserve Ladder and SeMce Trucks
Credit tur Deployrnent Analysis
Crcdit fi3r Cornpany Personnel
Credit for Training
Credit for Operational Considerations

590. Credit for Fire Departnent

0.4
3.00
3.98

4

0.45

0.50

3.91

t0

5.03

4.59
2.00

15
9
2

29.40

50

27.U

30
3

Water Supply
616. Credit for Supply System
621. Credit fcr l-lydrants
631. Credit ficr lnspedion and Flo,v

2.92
3.74

T6ting

640. Credit for Water Supply

Diveryence
1050. Community Rbk Reduction
Total Credit

7

34.60

40

-5.54
4.27

5.50

70.88

't05.50

PPC is a registered t"ademark of truurance Services Office. lnc
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Emeroency Communications
Ten percent of a community's overall score is based on hoiv well the mmmunications center
receives and dispatcfies fire alarms. Our field representative evaluated:

. communications facilities provided for the general public to report structure lires

. Enhanced $.1-1 Telephone Service

including wireless

. Computer-aided dispatch (CAD) facilities
. Alarm receipt and processing at the communication center

. Training and certification of telecommunicators

.

Facilities used to dispatch fire department companies to reported structure fires

Earned

Credit
414. Credit Emergency Reporting
422. creditfut

f

Credit
Available

3.00

elecommunicators

3.20

4

432. Credit for Dispatch Circuits

1.95

J

Item 440. Credit for Emergency Communications:

8.15

10

Item 414 - Credit for Emergency Reporting (3 points)
The first item reviewed is ltem 414 "credit for Emergenry Reporting (cER)". This item reviews
the emergency communication center facilities provided for the public to report fires including
911 systems (Basic or Enhanced), wireless Phase I and phase ll, Voice over lntemet protocoi,
computerAided Dispatch and Geographic Information systems for automatic vehicle location.

lso uses National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 1221, standad for the tnda ation,
Maintenance and ue of Emeryency serv,bes bmmunbations systems as the reference for

this section.

PPC is a registered trademark oflnsurance Services Oftice, lnc.

p€e

t

Credit

Credit
Available

20.00

20

25.00

25

25.00

25

15.00

15

1s.00

15

100.00

100

Earned
ftem 410. Emergency Reporting (CER)

AJB. Basic 9-'l-1, Enhanced g-1-l or No

g-l-l

For maximum credit, there should be an Enhanced 9.1-1

system, Basic 9''l-1 and No 9,'l-1 will receive partial

credit

l.

E9-1-l Wireless

Wreless Phase I using Static ALI (automatic location
identifcation) Functionality (10 points); Vtireless Phase ll
using Dynamic ALI Fundionality (15 points); Both
available will be 25 points
2. E9-1-1 Voice over lntemet Protocol

UolP)

Static VolP using Static ALI Functionality (10 points);
Nomadic VolP using $namic ALI Fun€tionality (15
points); Both available will be 25 points
3. Computer Aided Dispatch
Basic CAD (5 points); CAD with Management lnformation
System (5 points); CAD with lnteroperability (5 points)

4. Geographic lnfomation System (GIS/AVL)

The PSAP uses a fully integrated CAD/GIS
management system with automatic vehicle location
(AVL) integrated with a CAD system providing dispatch
assignments.
The individual fire departments being dispatched do
need GIS/AVL ca abil to obtain this credit.
Review of Emergency Reporting total:

Item 422- Credit for Telecommunicators (4 points)
The second item reviewed is ltem 422 "Credit for Telecommunicators OC)". This item reviews
the number of Telecommunicators on duty at the center to handle fire calls and other
emergencies. All emergency calls including tfrose calls that do not require fire department
action are revielved to determine he proper staffng to answer emergenry calls and dispatch

the appropriate emergency response. The 2013 Edition of NFPA j221, Standard for the
lnstallation, Maintenan@ and Use of Emeryency Seruices Communicaf,bns Sysfems,
recommends that ninety-five percent of emergency calls shall be answered within 15 seconds
and ninety-nine percent of emergency calls shall be answered within 40 seconds. ln addition,
NFPA recommends that eighty percent of emergency alarm processing shall be completed
within 60 seconds and ninety-five percent of alarm processing shall be compl€ted within 106
seconds of answering the call.

PPC is a regisered Fademark of [nsuranct Servicts Office, Inc.
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To receive full credit for operators on duty, ISO must review documentation to show that the
communication center meets NFPA 1221 call answering and dispatch time performance
measurement standards. This documentation may be in the form of performance statistics or
other performance measurements compiled by he 91-1 soft\,vare or other softrlrare programs
that are currently in use such as Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) or Management lnformation
System (MlS).

Credit

Credit
Available

20.00

20

0.00

20

20.00

20

20.00

20

20.00

20

80.00

'100

Earned
Item 420. TelecommunicatoE (CTC)
A1. Alarm Receipt (AR)
Receipt of alarms shall meet the requirements in
accordance with the criteria of NFPA 122
1

42. Alam Processing (AP)
Processing of alarms shall meet the requirements in
accordance with the criteria of NFPA 1221

B. Emergency Dispatch Protocols (EDP)
Telecommunicators have emergency dispatch
protocols (EDP) containing questions and a decisionsupport process to facilitate correct call categorization
and prioritization.
C. Telecommunicator Training and Certification (TTC)

Telecommunicators meet the qualifi cation
requirements referenced in NFPA 1061, Standard for
Professional Quafifications for Public Safety
Telecommunicato,; and/or the Association of PublicSafety Communications Ofiicials - lnternational
(APCO) Proiect 33. Telecommunicators are certified in
the knowledge, skills, and abilities corresponding to
their job functions.
D. Telecommunicator Continuing Education and
Quality Assurance (TCI,A)
Telecommunicators participate in continuing education
and/or in-service training and quality-assurance
programs as appropriate for their positions
Review of Telecommunicators total:

PPC is a registered t'ademark of Insurance Sewices Office, Inc
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Itern t*:}2 - Credit for Dispatch Circults (3 points)
The third item reviewed is ltem 432 'Credit for Dispatch Circuits (CDC)'. This item reviews the
dispatch circuit facilitie used to transmit alarms to fire department members. A "Dispatch
Circuif is defined in NFPA 1221 as'A circuit over which an alarm is transmitted fiom the
communications center to an emergenry response facility (ERF) or emergency response units
(ERUs) to notry ERUS to respond to an emergenq/. All fire departrnents (except single fire

station departrnents with full-tjme firefighter personnel receiving alarms direcdy at the fire
station) need adequate means of notirying all firefighter personnel of the location of reported
struclure fires. The dispatch circuit facilities should be in accordance with the general criteria
of NFPA 122'1. ?larms'are defined in lhis Srtandard as ? signal or message Fom a person
or device indicating the existence of an emergency or other situation that requires action by an
emergenry response agenq/.

There are two difierent levels of dispatch circuit facilities provided for in the Standard a
primary dispatch circuit and a secondary dispatch circuit. ln jurisdictions that receive 730
alarms or more p€r year (average of two alarms per 2+hour period), two separate and
dedicated dispatch circuits, a primary and a secondary, are needed. ln jurisdictions receiving
fewer than 730 alarms per year, a second dedicated dispatch circuit is not needed. Dispatch
circuit fucilities installed but not used or tested (in accordance with the NFpA Standare receive

-

no credit.

The score for Credit for Dispatch Circuits (CDC) is influenced by monitoring for integrity of the
primary dispatch circilil There are up to 0.90 points available for this ltem. Monitoring for
integrity involves installing automatic systems that will detect faults and failures and send visual

and audible indications to appropriate communications certer (or dispatch center) personnel.
ISO uses NFPA 1221 to guide the evaluation of tris item. ISO'S evaluation also includes a
review of the communication system's emergency power supplies.

Item tlil2 "Credit for Dispatch Circuits (CDC)" = 1.9S points

PPC is a rcgistered rademark of Insurance Serviccs
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Offcq
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Fire Department
Fifty percent of a mmmunity's overall score is based upon the fire departrnenfs struciure fire
suppression system. ISO's feld representative evaluated:

.
'
'
'
.
.

Engine and ladder/service vehicles including reserve apparatus
Equipment canied
Response to reported structure fires
Deployment analysis of companies

Available and/or responding firefighters
Training

Earned

Credit

Credit
Available

513. Credit for Engine Companies

6.00

6

523. Credit for Reserve Pumpers

0.44

0.5

532. Credit for Pumper Capacity

3.00

3

99.

3.98

4

Credit for Ladder Service

553. Credit for Reserve Ladder and Service Trucks

0.45

561 . Credit for Deployment Analysis

3.91

'10

571 . Credit for Company Personnel

5.03

'15

581. Credit for Training

4.59

o

730. Credit for Operatronal Considerations

2.00

2

Item 590. Credit for Fire Departnent:

29.40

50

Basic Fire Flow
The Basic Fire Flow for the community is determined by the review of the Needed Fire Flows
for selected buildings in the community. The
largest Needed Fire Flow is determined to be
the Basic Fire Flow. The Basic Fire Flow has been determined to be 3500 gprn.

ffi
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ltem 513 - Credit for Engine Companies (6 points)
The first item reviewed is ltem 513 "credit for Engine companies (cEC)". This item reviews
the number of engine mmpanies, their pump capacity, hose testing, pump testing and the
equipment canied on he in-service pumpers. To be recognized, pumper apparatus must
meet the general criteria of NFPA 1901, Standad for Automotive Firc Apparafus rrvhich
include a minimum 250 gpm pump, an emergency warning system, a 300 gallon water tank,
and hose. At least 1 apparatus must have a permanenfly mounted pump rated at 750
gpm or more at 150 psi.

The review of the number of needed pumpers considers the response distance to built-upon
areas; the Basic Fire Flow; and the method of operation. Multiple alarms, simultaneous
incidents, and life safety are not considered.
The greatest value of A, B, orc belo\,t/ is needed in fire fire distict to suppress fires in structures
with a Needed Fire Flo,t/ of 3,500 gpm or less: 4 engine companies

a)

4 engine companies to provide
1710 criteria or within 1%miles.

b)

3 engine companies to support a Basic Fire Flow of 3500 gpm.

c)

3 engine companies based upon the fire departnenfs method of operatjon to
provide a minimum two engine response to all first alarm structure fires.

fre suppression services to areas to meet NFPA

The FSRS recognizes ttat there are 4 engine companies in service.

The FSRS also reviews Automatic Aid. Automatic Aid is considered in the review as
assistance dispatched automatically by contractual agreement between two communities
or fire districts. That differs from mutual aid or assistance arranged case by case. lso will
recognize an Automatic Aid plan under the following conditions:

.
.
.

lt must be prearranged for first alarm response according to a definite plan. lt is
preferable to have a written agreement, but ISO may rLcognize demonstrated
performance.
The aid must be dispatched to all reported structure fires on the initial alarm.
The aid must be provided 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

FSRS ltem 512.D'Automatic Aid Engine companies" responding on first alarm and meeting
the needs of the city for basic fire flow and/or distribution of companies are factored based upoi
the value of the Automatic Aid plan (up to 1.oo can be used as the factor). The Automatic Aid
faclor is determined by a reviar of tre Automatic Aid provide/s communication facilities, how

they receive alarms fiom the graded area, inter{epartment training between fire departments,
and the fire ground communications capability between departments.

For each engine company, the credited pump Capacity (pC), the Hose Carried (HC), the
Equipment canied (Ec) all contribute to the calculation for the percent of credit the FSRS
provides to that engine company.

Item 513 "Credit for Engine Companies (CEC),, = 6.00 points
PPC is a regisered uzdemark of lnsurance Services Office, Inc
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Item 523 - Credit for Reserve Pumpers (0.50 points)
The item is ltem 523 'Credit for Reserve Pumpers (CRP)". This item reviews the number and
adequary ofthe pumpers and their equiprnenl The number of needed reserve pumpers is 1
for each 8 needed engine companies determined in ltem 5'13, or any ftaction thereof.

Item 523 "Credit for Reserve Pumpers (GRP)" = 0.,14 points
Item 532

-

Crcdit for Pumper Capacity (3 points)

The next item reviewed is ltem 532 "Credit for Pumper Capacity (CpC)". The total pump
capacity available should be sufficient for the Basic Fire Flow of 3500 gpm The maximum
needed pump capacity credited is the Basic Fire Flow of the community.
Item 532 "Credit for Pump€r Capacity (GPC)" = 3.00 points

Item 549

-

Credit for Ladder Service (4 points)

The next item reviewed is ftem 549 "Credit for Ladder Service (CLS)". This item reviews the
number of response areas within the city wittr 5 buildings that are 3 or more stories or 35 feet
or more in height, or with 5 buildings that have a Needed Fire Flow greater than 3,500 gpm, or
any combination of these criteria. The height of all buildings in the city, including those
protected by automatic sprinklers, is considered lvhen determining he number of needed
ladder companies. Response areas not needing a ladder company should have a service
company. Ladders, tools and equipment normally carried on ladder bucks are needed not only
for ladder operations but abo for forcible entry, ventilation, salvage, overhaul, lighting and utility
control.
The number of ladder or service companies, the height ofthe aerial ladder, aerial ladder testing
and the equipment canied on the in-service ladder trucks and seNice trucks is compared wih
the number of needed ladder trucks and service trucks and an FSRS equipment list. Ladder
trucks must meet the general criteria of NFPA 1901 , Standard for Automotive Firc Apparatus
to be recognized.

The number of needed ladder-service trucks is dependent upon the number of buildings 3
stories or 35 feet or more in height, buildings with a Needed Fire Flow greater than 3,500 gpm,
and the method of operation.

The FSRS recognizes that there are I ladder companies in service. These companies are
needed to provide fire suppression services to areas to meet NFpA 17i o criteria ot v,tthin 2y2
miles and the number of buildings with a Needed Fire Flow over 3,500 gpm or 3 stories or more
in height, or the method of operation.

The FSRS recognizes lhat there are 0 service companies in service.
Item 549 'Credit for Ladder Service (CLS)" = 3.98 points

PPC is a registered trademark of [nsurance Sewices Office, Inc
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Item 553

-

Credit for Reserve Ladder and Service Trucks (0.50 points)

The next item reviewed is ltem 553 "Credit for Reserve Ladder and Service Trucks (CRLS)".
This item considers the adequacy of ladder and service apparafus rvhen one (or more in larger
communities) of hese apparatus are out of service. The number of needed reserve ladder and
service trucks is 'l for each 8 needed ladder and service companies that were determined to
be needed in ltem 540, or any fraction thereof

Item 553 "Credit for Reserve Ladder and Service Trucks (CRLS),, 0.45 points
=

ltem 561

-

Deployment Analysis ('10 points)

Next, ltem 561 "Deployment Analysis (DA)' is reviewed. This ltem examines he number and
adequary of existing engine and ladder-service companies to cover buitt-upon areas of the
crty

To determine the credit for Distibution, first the Existing Engine company (EC) points and the
Existing Engine companies (EE) determined in hem s'13 are considered along with Ladder
Company Equipment (LCE) points, Service Company Equipment (SCE) points, Engine-Ladder
Company Equipment (ELCE) points, and Engine-service Company Equipment (ESCE) poinb
determined in ltem gg.
Secondty, as an alternative to determlning the number of needed engine and
Iadder/service companies through the road-mile analysis, a fire protection area may use

the results of a systematic performance evaluation. This type of evalualion analyzei
computer-aided dispatch (cAD) history to demonstrate that, with its current depioyment
of compan]es, the fire department meets the time constraints for initial aniving engine
and initial full alarm assignment in accordance with the general criteria of in NFPA 17'10,
Standad for the Oryanization and Deployment of Fire Suppression Operations,
Emeryency Medical Operations, and Special Operations to the public by Career Fire
Depaftments.

A determination is made of the percentage of buih upon area within i% mil* of a firstdue
engine company and within 2% miles of a first{ue ladder-service company.
Item 561 "Credit Deployment Analysis (DA)" = 3.91

*tnO
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Item 571

-

Credit for Company Personnel (15 points)

Item 571 "Credit for Company Personnel (CCP)" reviews the average number of existing
firefighters and company officers available to respond to reported first alarm structure fires in
the city.
The on{uty strengrth is determined by the yearly average of total firefighters and company
officers on-duty considering vacations, sick leave, holidays, "Kelley'days and other absences.
When a fire department operates under a minimum staffing policy, this may be used in lieu of
determining the yearly average of on-duty company personnel.
Firefighters on apparatus not credited under ltems 513 and 549 that regularly respond to
reported first alarms to aid engine, ladder, and service companies are included in this item as
increasing the total company strength.
Firefighters staffing ambulances or other units serving the general public are credited if they
participate in fire-fighting operations, the number depending upon the extent to which they are
available and are used for response to first alarms of fire.

On-Call members are credited on the basis of the average number staffng apparafus on first
alarms. Off-shift career firefighters and company officers responding on first alarms are
considered on the same basis as on-call personnel. For personnel not normally at the fire
station, the number of responding firefighters and company officers is divided by 3 to reflect the
time needed to assemble at the fire scene and the reduced ability to act as a team due to the
various arrival times at the fire location when compared to the personnel on{uty at the fire
station during the receipt of an alarm.

The number of Public Safety Offcers who are positioned in emergency vehicles within the
jurisdiction boundaries may be credited based on availability to respond to first alarm structure
fires. ln recognition of this increased response capability the number of responding Public
Safety Officers is divided by 2.
The average number of firefighters and company officers responding with those companies
credited as Automatic Aid under ltems 513 and 549 are considered for either oniuty or on-call
company personnel as is appropriate. The actual number is calculated as the average number
of company personnel responding multiplied bythevalue of AA Plan determined in ltem 512.D.
The maximum creditable response of on{uty and on-call firefighters is 12, including company
officers, for each existing engine and ladder company and 6 for each existing service company.
Chief fficers are not creditable except when more than one chief officer responds to alarms;
then exfa chief officers may be credited as firefighters if they perform company duties.

The FSRS recognizes 4.21.6 onduty personnel and an average of 16.80 on-call personnel
responding on first alarm structure fires.
Item 571 "Credit for Company Personnel (CCP)" = 5.03 points

PPC is a registered trademark of lnsurance Services Office, Inc.
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Item 581

-

Credit for Training (9 points)

Training
A. Facilities, and Use

Earned

Credit

Credit

Available

22.4(

35

For maximum credit, each firefghter should receive 18 hours per year
in structure fire related subjects as outlined in NFPA 1001 .
B. Company Training

4.4

25

8.60

12

5.00

5

4.97

E

0.00

1

5.00

5

For rnaximum credit, each firefghter shouts receive 16 hours per
month in structure fire relded sub.iects as outlined in NFPA 1001.
C. Classes

for OfficeE

For maximum credit, each officer should be certified in accordance
with the general criteria of NFPA 1 02 1 . Additionally, each offcer
should receive 12 hours ofcontinuing education on oroffsite.

D. Nery Driver and Operator Training
For maximum credit, each new driver and operator shouH receive 60
hours of driver/operator training peryear in accordance with NFPA
1002 and NFPA 1451.
E. Existing Driver and Operator Training
For maximum credit, each existing driver and operator should receive
12 hours of driver/operator training per year in accordance with NFPA
1002 and NFPA 1451.
F. Training on Hazardous luaterials

For maximum credit, each firefghter shouH receive 6 hours of training
for incidents invoMng hazardous materials in accordance with NFPA
472.
G. Recruit Training
For maximum credit, each firefighter should receive 240 hours of
structure fire related truining in acmrdance with NFPA 1001 within the
first year of employment or tenure.
H. Pre+ire Planning lnspections
For maximum credit, pre-fire planning inspections of each commercial,
industrial, institutional, and other similar type building (aI buildings
except 14 famity dwellings) should be made annually by company
members. Records of inspections should include upto date notes and
sketches.

Item 580 "Credit for Training (CT)" = {.99 poin1"
PPC is a registered trademark oflnsurance Senices Office, Inc
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0.50

12

Item 730

-

Operational Considerations (2 points)

Item 730 "Credit for Operational Considerations (COC)" evaluates flre department standard
operating procedures and incident management systems for emergency operations
involving structure fi res.
Earned

Operational Considerations

Credit

Standard Operating Procedures

Credit
Available

50

50

50

50

100

100

The department should have established SOPs for
fire department general emergency operations

lncident Management Systems
The department should use an established incident

management system (lMS)

Operational Considerations total:
Item 730 "Credit for Operational Considerations (COC)" = 2.00 points

Water Supply
Forty percent of a community's overall score is based on the adequacy of the water supply
system. The ISO field representative evaluated:

.

.
.

the capability of the water dlstribution system to meet the Needed Fire Flows at
selected locations up to 3,500 gpm.
size, type and installation offire hydrants.
inspec'tion and flow tesling of fire hydrants.

Earned

Credit

Credit
Available

6'16. Credit for Supply System

27.94

30

621. Credit for Flydrants

2.92

3

631 . Credit for lnspection and Flow Testing

3.74

7

34.60

40

Item 640. Credit for Water Supply:

PPC is a registerEd trademark
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Item 616

-

Credit for Supply System (30 points)

The first item reviewed is ltem 616 'Credit for Supply System (CSS)". This item reviews the
rate of flow that can be credited at each of the Needed Fire Flow test locations considering the
supply works capacity, the main capacity and the hydrant distribtrtion. The lowest flow raie of
these items is credited for each representative location. A water system capable of delivering
250 gpm or more for a period of two hours plus consumption at the maximum daily rate at the
fire location is considered minimum in the ISO revier,v.
vvhere there are 2 or more systems or services disfibuting water at the same location, credit
is given on the basis of the joint protection provided by all systems and services available.
The supplyworks capacity is calculated for each representative Needed Fire Flow test location,
considering a variety ofwatersupply sources. These include public water supplies, emergency

supplies (usually accessed fom neighboring water systems), suction supplies (uiually
evidenced by dry hydrant installations near a river, lake or other body of water), and suppliei
developed by a fire department using large diameter hose or vehides to shuttle water ftom a
source of supply to a fire site. The resuh is expressed in gallons per minute (gpm).
The normal ability of the distribution system to deliver Needed Fire Flows at the selected
building locations is revielved. The resutts of a flow test at a representative test location will
indicate the ability of the water mains (orfire departrnent in the case of fire department supplies)
to carry water to hat location.
The hydrant distribution is reviewed within 'l ,000 feet of representative test locations measured
as hose can be laid by apparatus.
For maximum credit, the Needed Fire Flows should be available at each location in the district.
Needed Fire Flows of 2,500 gpm or less should be available for 2 hours; and Needed Fire
Flows of 3,000 and 3,500 gpm should be obtainable for 3 hours.

Item 615 "Credit for Supply System (CSS)" = 27.94 points

Item 621

-

Credit for Hydrants (3 points)

PPC is a regisered trademark oflnsurance Services Office, Inc
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The second item reviewed is ltem 621 "Credit for Hydrants (CH)". This item reviews the
number offire hydrants of each type compared with the total number of hydrants.
There are a total of 2648 hydrants in the graded area.
Number of
Hydrants

620, Hydrants, - Size, Type and lnstallation
A. With a 6 -inch or larger branch and a pumper outlet with or without 2% -

2553

inch outlets
B. With a 6 jnch or larger branch and no pumper outlet but two or more
2% -inch ouUets, or with a small foot valve, or with a small banel
CJD. With only a 2%

inch outlet or with l6s than

0

a 6 -inch branch

95

EJF. Flush Type, Cistem, or Suction Point

0

Item 621 "Credit for Hydrants (CH)" = 2.92 points
Item 630

-

Credit for lnspection and Flow Testing (7 points)

The thhd item reviewed is ltem 630 'Credit for lnspection and Flow Testing (ClT)". This item
reviews the fire hydrant inspection frequency, and the completeness of the inspections.
lnspeclion of hydrants should be in accordance with A\ ANA M-17, lnstallation, Fbld Testing
and Maintenance of Fire Hydnnts.

Frequency of lnspection (Fl): Average interval between the 3 most recent inspections.
Fleque

Points

year
2 years
3years
4years
5 years or more
l

30

20
10

5
No Credit

Note: The points for inspeclion frequency are reduced by 10 points if the inspections are incomplete or do
not include a flushing program. An additional reduction of 10 points are made if hydrants are not subiected
to full system pressure duing inspections. lf the inspection of cistems or suction points does not include
actual drafting with a pumper, or back-flush ing for dry hydrants, 20 points are deducted.

Total points for lnspections = 2.11 points

Frequency of Fire Flow Testing (FF): Average interval between the 3 most recent
inspections.

PPC is a registered trademark oflnsurance Services Omce- lnc
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years
6years
7 years
8 years
9years
10 years or more
5

40
30
20
10

5
No Credit

Total points for Fire Flow Testing = 1.63 points
Item 531 "Credit for lnspection and Fire Flow Testing (ClT),' 3.74
=
Oo;nO

Dive

-5.54

The Divergence factor mathematically reduces the score based upon the relative difference
between the fire department and water supply scores. The factor is introduced in the final
equation.

Communitv Risk Reduction

Earned

Credit

Credit
Available

1025. Credit for Fire Prevention and Code Enforcement

1

61

2.2

'1033. Credit for Public Fire Safety Education (CFSE)

1.71

2.2

1044. Credit for Fire lnvestigation Programs (Clp)

0.95

1.1

Item 1050. Credit for Community Risk Reduction

4.27

5.50

(cPcE)

Item 1025

-

Credit for Fire Prevention Code Adoption and

Enforcement (2.2 points)

Fire Prevention Code Regulations (PCR)
PPC is a registered tademark oflnsurance Services
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Eamed

Cred it

Credit

Available

'10.00

Offce, lnc

'10

Evaluation of fire prevention code regulations in effect.
Fire Prevention Staffing (PS)

2.20

8

2.02

6

15.00

't6

Evaluation of staffing for fire prevention activities.

Fire Prevention Certification and Training (PCT)
Evaluation of the certification and training of fire prevention code
enforcement personnel.
Fire Prevention Programs (PCP)
Evaluation of fire prevention programs
Review of Fire Prevention Code and Enforcement (CPCE)
subtotal:

Item 1033

-

Credit for Public Fire Safety Education (2.2 points)

Public Fire Safety Educators Qualifications and Training (FSQT)
Evaluation of public fire safety education personnel training and
qualification as specified by the authorrty having jurisdiction.
Public Fire Safety Education Prcgrams (FSP)

29.22

Earned

Credit

40

Credit
Available

6.00

10

25.00

30

Evaluation of programs for public fire safety education.
Review of Public Safety Education Programs (CFSE) subtotal:

Item 1044

-

Credit for Fire lnvestigation Programs (1.,t points)

Fire lnv€stigation Organization and Staffing (lOS)

31.00

Eamed
Credit

40

Credit
Available

8.00

Evaluation of organization and staffing for fire investigations
Fire lnvestigator Certificdion and Training (lQTl

3.30

b

6.00

5

Evaluatlon of fire investigator certification and training
Use of National Fire lncident Repo.ting System 0RS)
Evaluation of the use of the National Fire lncident Repor ng
System (NFIRS) for the 3 years before the evaluation.
Review of Fire lnvestigation Programs (ClP) subtotal:

PPC is a registered trademark
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17.30

20

Summarv of PPG Review

ioi

.ETEtrffiilI:IrI
Eamed
FSRS ltem

Credit

Credit
Available

Emergency Communications
414. Credit for Emergency Reporting
422. Credit for TelecommunicatoB
432. Credit for Dispatch Circuits

3.00
3.20
1.95

4

.140. Credit for Emergency Communications

8.15

10

3

3

Fire Deparonent
513. Credit
523. Credit
532. Cedit
549. Credit
553. Crcdit
561. Credit
571. Credit
581. Crcdit
730. Credit

for Engine Companies
fior Reserve Pumpers
for Pumper Capacity
for Ladder Servir:e
for Reserve Ladder and Service Trucks
for Deployment Analysis
for Company Personnel
for Training
for Operational Considerations

590. Crcdit for Fire Department

6.00

6

0.4

0.5
3

3.00

3.98
0.45
3.91

5.03
4.59
2.00

4
0.5
10
15
9
2

29.40

50

27.94
3.74

30
3
7

34.60

40

Water Supply
616. Credit for Supply System
621 . Credit for l-tydrants
631. Credit for lnspection and Flow Testing
640. Credit for Water

2.92

Suppv

Divergence

6.54

1050. Community Risk Reduction

4.27

5.50

70.88

105.5

Total credit

Final Community Classification = 03/3X

PPC is a registered t-ademark of Insurance Services Office, Inc.
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These points represent the summary of the major categories of the

PPC

evaluation.

70.88
oErall poinrs our ot

105.5

Overall

PPC Valuer

03/3X

Effective Date: 4/1/2022

Community Risk Reduction Points (CRR)
4.27
0

2ra5

2.95

4,27

Watcr Points
34.6
20.67

33.23

27.27

Fire Department Points

29.1
34.95

20.95

Emergen<y Communication center Points (ECC)

8.15
5.6

4.27

3,1.5

CRR

Water

Points

Points

Compare the

8.15

5-54

Fire

ECC

Diverqence @

Points

Points

29.4

followinq: g

Peer

Group O

Fir. Prdte.tion Ar€a

Verisk Corporate Home

I

g

State

I

g

Nationwide

20

Commlnitias: 3
ViewCom.unities

lnc All rights reserved.

Terms and Condilions

Group

Pnva.y and Security Poliry

|

Contact Us

70-88
Total
Points

Nsmber of 3 Story Suildings

Cedar City FPSA

@ 2008, 201 9 Verisk Anatytics.

8-37

I

I

Cedar City Fire Department Historical lncident Count
Year Total lncidents

1998

zLO

1999

2s9
273

2000
2001

318

Cedar City Fire Department Historical lncident
Count Total lncidents

2002

41t

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2@8
2@9
2010
2011

3L2

1000

384

9oo

545
549

800

20L2

s88

2013

491

100

20L4

46!

0

2015

515

Bf .e*r"oroi-p"dfrc$.,"f ,s"""sro"rdr+"rd)r$r$"d."rdro""drS"d,,o"rdl

2016

478
584

2017
2018
2019

2020
202L

482
470
482
499
528

569
667
867
882

-----

-

700
500
500
400
300
200

I

